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GUEST EDITORIAL

DAVID MORGAN
David Morgan is the author of The Good Old Cause – Communist Intellectuals and the English Radical Tradition and co-author of
Writers of the Left in An Age of Extremes, both published in London by the Socialist History Society, of which he is the secretary.
David is a journalist and editor who is interested in exploring the connections between literature and history.

David Morgan

The Cancelling
and Restoration of Virtue
Beatus autem esse sine virtute nemo potest
No one can be happy without virtue.
				- Cicero

At risk of sounding moralistic and out of touch with current customs and
values, I have elected to discuss the meaning of virtue and to argue for its
necessity as a means of restoring good conduct in both public life and private
behaviour. This is to recognise that public and private are conjoined and
intricately connected to the point of inseparability.
According to the Cambridge Dictionary, the meaning of the word virtue is as
follows:
“a good moral quality in a person, or the general quality of being
morally good.”

The Roman statesman and orator, Cicero, has numerous insights into the
nature of virtue. Most readers are aware of the phrase “virtue is its own
reward”, that is attributed to him. He also observed, “It is not enough simply
to possess virtue, as if it were an art; it should be practiced”.
David Morgan
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It is distressing to realise that the only common use of virtue in modern spoken and
written English is this destructive phrase, “virtue signalling”, which in substance
and intent is the exact opposite of the true meaning of virtue.

Indeed, that is as it should be . This means that I cannot agree with another noted statesman,
Machiavelli, when he contended that, “politics have no relation to morals”. Admittedly, if we look
at the antics of the modern political elite we would be compelled to agree with Machiavelli, but
surely it is the attitude that is expressed in this maxim that is the root of many of our social ills. If
the political elite were to observe a clear moral code, in a word to be virtuous, then we may have
resolved many of our festering problems by going some way to ending the endemic corruption.
Some will no doubt argue that this is not a matter of virtue in the abstract sense, but of a lack of
effective measures to control a group of conceited individuals who now enjoy too much power and
who therefore escape punishment for misdemeanours simply because we, the public, allow them
to get away with it time after time. Does virtue have anything to do with this sorry state of affairs
when corruption is rife in public life?
Is virtue relevant in any respects today and is it even worthy of consideration at a time when virtue
as a word hardly exists in our public vocabulary? After all, you rarely even hear the word ‘virtue’
uttered in discussion or discover it written about by authors outside the confined circles of theological
debates and the academic treatise.
Furthermore, there is possibly only one example where virtue is still commonly used in modern
conversations, and this use only has negative connotations. This is the phrase, “virtue signalling”,
which is employed to condemn and ridicule the attitudes and behaviour of enemies and those with
whom we profoundly disagree. The phrase is often used with malicious intent. A recent occasion
when it was used in the British political context was when the Labour Party leader Sir Keir Starmer
used it to attack British peace activists from the Stop the War Coalition, the campaign that had been
very effective in exposing the motives behind the illegal war in Iraq and the phoney reasons for
pursuing that war in the first place (the infamous “dodgy dossier” and its claim that Iraq’s leader
Saddam Hussein possessed weapons of mass destruction poised for launching on Britain; it was of
course all lies).
It is distressing to realise that the only common use of virtue in modern spoken and written English
is this destructive phrase, “virtue signalling”, which in substance and intent is the exact opposite of
the true meaning of virtue.
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Tony Blair addressing troops in Basra in 2003 (AFP).
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/tony-blair-chilcot-iraq-war-soldiers-international-criminal-court-human-rights-saddam-hussein-a7116696.html
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However, the near total excision of virtue from public discourse and social consciousness is a distinctly modern phenomenon. In past centuries, by contrast, virtue was a dominant social force
necessary for regulating human behaviour and guiding individual conduct across all social classes,
professions and domains. Ideas of virtue were an essential aspect of religious thought, but virtue
also took on a more secular form and had a much wider resonance than the theological. Virtue was
a key theme in English literature, for instance.
Virtue preoccupied the authors of great works of literature over several generations, reflecting its
significant place within the society and the culture. There was a ready audience for works of literature that dealt with codes of good conduct and virtuous characters in fiction, plays and poetry
acted as role models and guides for the behaviour of people in going about their daily lives and in
how they dealt with others.

I recall going to see a production of John Milton’s Comus in 2016 at the Globe Theatre in London. I
had imagined that this would be a faithful rendering of this early work of the poet and that the play
would be as inspiring as the written text found on the page. I was extremely excited about the prospect of watching the play until the curtain opened. Milton’s great work had been mutilated out of all
recognition. Comus was turned into a ribald sex comedy with innuendo and scenes reminiscent of a
crude Carry On movie. The experience was far from elevating. I left the theatre feeling insulted and
felt that the production had been an opportunity missed to revive Milton’s wonderful poetic drama.
But on reflection, this interpretation was possibly to be expected. Cynicism and sensationalism,
pushing boundaries of the acceptable, breaking taboos, are part of the modern sensibility and reflect the zeitgeist. Was this the only way that the play could be approached in current circumstances? Cynicism seems to rule our lives both in public and private. All the goodness and virtue had
been totally expunged from the text. Comus concerns a young woman who finds her virtue under
threat, reflecting a common theme in literature seen in the work of novelists such as Samuel Richardson in Clarissa and Thomas Hardy in Tess of the d’Urbervilles and in plays such as Shakespeare’s
Measure for Measure, where female virtue challenges the corruption of state officialdom and their
abuse of power. In all these works virtue ultimately triumphs. Comus has a sublime message and is
written in beautiful language. The production on stage was simply banal and vulgarised.
Comus at the Sam Wanamaker Playhouse. Photograph credit:
Sheila Burnett. https://www.britishtheatreguide.info/reviews/comus-a-mas-sam-wanamaker-p-13682
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Joan’s powers as a military leader and her abilities to win tremendous devotion of
her largely male followers became inseparable from her virtue or virginal state.
In modern France, Joan’s historical legacy is still intensely contested and she
remains a heroine who is claimed by the left and right in French politics.

Virtue was frequently associated with female behaviour, but this was far from exclusively the root
of its qualities and function, although we should never disregard the powerful critiques of feminism
of how notions of virtue were manipulated to control and constrict women. The basis for the notion
of women’s virtue really arose to its greatest prominence around the eighteenth century with the
rise of the middle-class and the growth in the importance of property rights and inheritance. Women
were controlled simply because they were responsible for giving birth to an heir to the estate and
society imposed restrictions on women to ensure there was no contamination to the process of
inheritance. This was an extension to the rising middle class of practises that had long been common
among the monarchy and aristocracy.
Far too much weight was placed upon the conduct and behaviour of women to reflect, influence and
inspire the wider social behaviour and actions of individuals in both public life and in their private
relationships. One only needs to mention the image of the “Virgin Queen”, the Tudor monarch Elizabeth I
of England, whose stately power seemed to become bound up with and ultimately derived from her
personal status as a sexually chaste or virtuous woman.

Such attitudes are clearly not restricted to the English-speaking cultures when one considers the part
mythical, part historical figure of Joan of Arc, the virgin saint and national heroine of France, who
was known as “Jeanne la Purcelle” or “Joan the Maid”. Her youth and inexperience were constantly
stressed in all the chronicles and accounts of her extraordinary life. Her unique form of resistance
took the form of assuming male attire, cropping her hair like a boy and taking up the sword. By all
accounts, she wore the armour of a knight which no woman of her time would be expected to do.
But the essence of her resistance lay in her virtue. Her opponents sought to besmirch and defile
her character, but the attacks failed. Her virtue triumphed and grew stronger after her martyrdom.
Joan’s powers as a military leader and her abilities to win tremendous devotion of her largely male
followers became inseparable from her virtue or virginal state. In modern France, Joan’s historical
legacy is still intensely contested and she remains a heroine who is claimed by the left and right in
French politics.
Virtue as a human quality is certainly concerned with purity and innocence but it also possesses and is
related to other qualities that remain essential for the maintenance of good conduct, for shaping of
the good character of an individual and it is ultimately a crucial component required for building
and preserving the good society. The good society is not a Utopia that will never be discovered but
a liveable community which could be created with the enormous material resources at our disposal
and sense of common purpose.
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At the end of the day nobody can be happy without virtue, as Cicero insisted, and
we all want to be happy. To live in hope of change for the better we must hold to
the belief that humanity is capable of real virtue and that people are capable of
reforming their behaviour. We must hold that even those who have committed the
most terrible offences and deceptions against the people will one day recognise
the error of their ways and then mend their behaviour. In a word, we must hope
that they become more virtuous.

Moreover, public service would be totally inconceivable without a code of behaviour founded in a
shared concept of virtue. Trust in individuals in various positions of authority should be quite
impossible to maintain without a shared belief in virtue or in what is appropriate behaviour. In
part, for example, parents can entrust teachers with the care of their children because of an innate
or residual belief in virtue. The individual teacher need not possess the attributes of a saint, in fact
that would be an absurd exaggeration and impossibility, but they are obliged to allow their past
conduct to be examined, to sign codes of behaviour, so as to be seen to be a person of good character
and to demonstrate trustworthiness.
Ultimately, these preferred positive human qualities are deeply embedded in a concept of virtue,
even though people may no longer use the actual word virtue. As such, virtue still very much exists
in our society even though it goes unspoken and the fact that it still endures in some shape or form,
no matter how elusive, can at least give some degree of hope for a restoration of good conduct
and integrity in public and private life. That will only occur when more people decide, enough is
enough, and hold their elected representatives to account. The public need to demand that the
political elite work for the common good. The people must demand virtue of their politicians. Then
we might be able to respect our leaders once again as people in earlier generations sometimes
seemed able to do.
Tarnished politicians are always seeking to embellish their images and reputations to impress a
sceptical public who have become jaded and all too aware of the disreputable conduct of their
leaders. In past centuries, kings, chieftains and others at the top of the social hierarchy would
commission artists to produce romanticised portraits of themselves depicting them as heroic
national leaders dressed in full military raiment, often splendidly seated on horseback in a field of
battle commanding their troops, or in scenes reminiscent of great moments from classical myth,
dressed in Roman togas and with heads regally wreathed as a mark of honour.

Poets would be hired to compose odes to flatter the vanity of their patrons and purposely to
exaggerate the prowess and moral rectitude of political rulers. Nowadays it is PR firms and spin
doctors who perform the equivalent function, although of course it is far more difficult to conceal
the discreditable actions committed in the often shadowy careers of our contemporary leaders
who perform in the full glare of twenty-four hour media exposure. Even their most private movements and activities are subject to intense scrutiny and dissected.
©liveencounters.net volume march 2022 Celebrating 12th Anniversary

In seeking to shelter from the modern media’s interrogation public figures find themselves fighting
a losing battle against all-pervasive intrusiveness. Their response is to adopt a cynical persona
that appears as if it is based on a character from low comedy in hope that their public will find their
antics endearing, and frequently this strategy works, at least for a brief time. We will not name any
particular names in this regard. Those who commit the offence are far too common.
Modern politicians under constant scrutiny seek battles with enemies, real or imagined, in order
to embellish their reputations. Times of national crises and wars offer rare opportunities for these
cynical manipulators of public opinion to achieve a modicum of virtue or honour. In the theatre of
modern politics, the stage-villains who hold the reins of power can hope to salvage their sullied
reputations and enhance their image by taking the moral high ground. But that moral high ground
is a very crowded place. What they achieve is only a kind of pantomime virtue, lacking any deep
substance and quality. All the grandstanding, ostentatious posing, moralistic verbiage and cloaking
themselves in the garb of moral arbiters completely fail in persuading the public when the realities
of their scheming self-interested manoeuvring, misconduct, greed and vanity, are so well understood and all is a matter of public record.

At the end of the day nobody can be happy without virtue, as Cicero insisted, and we all want to be
happy. To live in hope of change for the better we must hold to the belief that humanity is capable
of real virtue and that people are capable of reforming their behaviour. We must hold that even
those who have committed the most terrible offences and deceptions against the people will one
day recognise the error of their ways and then mend their behaviour. In a word, we must hope that
they become more virtuous.
We can draw our inspiration from the thoughts of John Ruskin, the Victorian sage, when he wrote
about the essential virtue of human beings, in these lovely and inspiring words,

“I speak with a fixed conviction that human nature is a noble and beautiful thing, not a foul or base thing.
All the sin of men I regard as their disease, not their nature; as folly which may be prevented, not as
a necessity which must be accepted. And my wonder, even when things are at their worst, is always at the
height which this nature can attain. Thinking it high, I always find it a higher thing than I thought it;
while those who think it low, find it, and will find it always, lower than they thought it; the fact being
that it is infinite, and capable of infinite height and infinite fall. But the nature of it- and here is the
faith which I would have you hold with me- the nature of it is in the nobleness, not the catastrophe.”
© David Morgan
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It is our common task to end the “disease” of which Ruskin here speaks.
“Compassion is the basis of morality,” as Schopenhauer observed.
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GRETA SYKES
Poet, writer and artist Greta Sykes has published her work in many anthologies. She is a member of London Voices Poetry Group
and also produces art work for them. Her new volume of poetry called ‘The Shipping News and Other Poems’ came out in August
2016. The German translation of her book ‘Under charred skies’ has now been published in Germany under the title ‘Unter
verbranntem Himmel’ by Eulenspiegel Verlag. She is the chair of the Socialist History Society and has organised joint poetry events
for them at the Poetry Café. She is a trained child psychologist and has taught at the Institute of Education, London University, where
she is now an associate researcher. Her particular focus is now on women’s emancipation and antiquity.
https://www.gretasykes.com/

Dr Greta Sykes
Associate Researcher, UCL

Time for a new humanism

The Russian Federation
and the Peoples’ Republic of China – Joint Statement
Some historical facts about Russia

Dr Greta Sykes
©liveencounters.net volume march 2022 Celebrating 12th Anniversary

‘It is tradition that is subversive – not the abolishment of it.’ In his
Essay on Walter Benjamin (The Marxist and the Messiah, LRB,
9.9.21) Terry Eagleton discusses Benjamin’s philosophy created
during of the dark age of fascism about the incompleteness of
history. The dark age of fascism was also the determining dark
age for the young Soviet Union having just about survived the
Allied attack after the Russian Revolution, often called ‘a civil
war’ in 1918. Struggling to survive after the devastation of WWI
the Bolsheviks used all means at their disposal to forge a new
age for humanity, the age of socialism. It was an inspiration to
millions of people around the globe. WWII was the next major
attack on the young republic. Financialization by the US allowed
the Nazis to make gains against a background of a working class
that was very well organised and aiming for socialism. International capital cooperated to lever the Nazis into power and begin to
build a military machine to destroy the Soviet Union. Churchill
himself expressed that he wished Hitler and Stalin to wipe each
other out. The siege of Leningrad became an unforgettable trauma
experience for the Russian people.

© Greta Sykes
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‘No state can or should ensure its own security separately from the security of
the rest of the world and at the expense of the security of other states. The international community should actively engage in global governance to ensure universal,
comprehensive, indivisible and lasting security.’

The Battle of Stalingrad was fought house by house and person by person. It defeated the most
experienced 6th army of the German Nazi state. Such experiences are never forgotten. They have
formed the character of Russian people today, each of them having lost family members in the Great
Patriotic War.

For the second time that century the whole country had to be rebuild and renewed. Amidst the Cold War
since the fifties attempts to destabilise the Soviet Union were manifold with the CIA spending
millions on provocations lies and slander. The Cold War border was then near Berlin. The Soviets
had to survive isolation, discrimination, castigation and constant slander. Since 1991, when the
Soviets decided to give up the Soviet Union, the country was ravaged by Western consultants,
Oligarchs and the rapid selling out of their nationalised industry. There followed a gradual step by
step shift of Western engagement and NATO in Eastern Europe moving the Cold War border over
one thousand miles east. The West failed to recognise and accept the right of Russia during the last
twenty odd years to have security guarantees around their borders – something the US insists on
being its right, expecting South America to be their backyard.

The Ukraine situation

Events in the Ukraine date back to 2014 when the Ukraine’s elected government was toppled and
a west leaning government was installed. Both the US and Canada made large sums available to
support an unstable government to act as a stop over for US military enlargements. The Crimea
voted with over 90% support to be part of Russia. The Eastern Ukraine fought to separate from the
western part. Since that time the people in Lugansk and Donbass live in a permanent war situation.
They are shelled every day. There are deaths every day. The Minsk Agreement which was signed by
the Ukraine could solve the crisis, but the Ukraine refuses to act on the Agreement.

The Joint Statement by Russia and China

The fifteen pages long document issued on February 4, 2022 just before the opening of the Beijing
Olympics is a relatively short but incisive document. It is a game changer. It is the first time in human
history that countries encompassing the largest land mass on earth and the majority of people living
on the planet document their desire to work for a progressive solution for our global problems. It
is worth looking carefully at what is proposed and how it differs from Western expressions of their
so-called rule-based order published a year ago from their Munich Security conference.
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One glaring difference between the two documents is that the former is written in non-confrontational
terms. It expresses a global view that can involve any country willing to subscribe to peaceful
cooperation. Needless to say, the word ‘peace’ is absent from the latter.
The first area discusses main issues around democracy and human right:

‘There is no one size fits all…a nation can choose such forms and methods of implementing
democracy that would best suit its particular state…based in historical background, traditions
and unique cultural characteristics.’

They point to the long tradition and history of both countries with thousands of years of development
behind them. They advocate that human rights and democracy must not be used to put pressure
on a people and interfere in the internal affairs of their country. They postulate a sharper focus on
the Charter of the United Nations and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights that all countries
should comply with. Human rights cooperation should be a dialogue between equals among countries.

The second area focuses on peace, cooperation and development. It refers to the need to fulfil the
UN 2030 Agenda for Sustainable development. Such development should be guided by balance,
harmony and inclusiveness. There is focus on the need for interconnectedness, a sustainable Arctic
region and the need to support poorer regions by addressing their uneven development to achieve
a reduction in poverty and the creation of food security, vaccines and epidemic control. Other
areas include Climate Change, sustainable transport and the principles of common but differentiated
responsibilities. The emphasis is on international cooperation and a Green transformation by working
together rather than setting up new trade barriers. Polarising and politicising the issue of the
pandemic and Corona is against their principles.
The third area focuses on peace. It makes the following statement:

‘No state can or should ensure its own security separately from the security of the rest of the world
and at the expense of the security of other states. The international community should actively
engage in global governance to ensure universal, comprehensive, indivisible and lasting security.’
This statement alone is as powerful a demand as can be found anywhere in any recent documents.

© Greta Sykes
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The idea that security is indivisible is something we all feel as human beings, it is something we
can believe and trust as basic as the human need for food and shelter. This statement alone shines
a new light on the possibilities for humanity to turn a page and begin to live without fear of war.
Under area three also come the Russian support for a One-China principle which sees Taiwan as
part of China. Part three discusses the Western interference, unilateral military advantages to the
detriment of others, geopolitical rivalry, confrontation and the enlargement of NATO. It positions
itself for nuclear disarmament treaties and reaffirms the Treaty of Non-Proliferation of nuclear
weapons. It is concerned about the US withdrawal from the Treaty on the elimination of Intermediate
range and short-range missiles and the desire to deploy them in the Asia pacific region and Europe.

It speaks out against the weaponizing of outer space and the production of chemical and bacteriological weapons. It is asking for transparency and openness and the aim to achieve a world free of chemical
weapons. Artificial intelligence (AI) is discussed as being a major area that needs international
agreements to build an open, accessible and sustainable ICT environment. The Joint Statement is
forcefully emphasising the need for the UN to be employed to enshrine and enforce the agreements
for the whole world.

Part four discusses the notion of the multipolar world. ‘Russia and China as members of the UN
National Security Council intend to firmly adhere to moral principles and accept their responsibility
… and the central co-ordinating role of the United Nations in international affairs, defend the world
order based on international law…advance multipolarity …together create an even more prospering,
stable and just world, jointly build international relations of a new type.
They mention the significant concept of ‘the community of common destiny for mankind’ proposed
by the Chinese side to ensure greater solidarity among the international community.
They strongly uphold the outcomes of WW2 and the existing post war world order and defend the
authority of the United Nations and justice in international relations to resist attempts to deny,
distort and falsify the history of WW2.
They call for the establishment of a new relationship between world powers based on mutual respect,
peaceful coexistence and mutually beneficial cooperation.
©liveencounters.net volume march 2022 Celebrating 12th Anniversary

Photograph credit: Russian Presidential Press and Information Office.
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Alfred de Zayas, professor at the Geneva School of diplomacy comments in a recent
essay called ‘NATO as religion’ (Counterpunch, January 2022): ‘Although the US
and NATO narratives have been proven to be inaccurate and sometimes deliberately
mendacious on numerous occasions, the fact is that a majority of citizens in the
Western World uncritically believe what they are told.’

On another planet
A brief excerpt of the rhetoric offered from the Munich Security conference last year illustrates how
their world view is characterised by bellicose antagonism and dominated by hostility, exclusion
and fear. The following is a quote from the report about the Munich Security Conference 2021:

‘Part of the challenge is that we have lost a common understanding of what it means to be
part of the West. All this occurs against the backdrop of the relative rise of the non-Western
world and a mounting number of global challenges and crises that would require a concerted Western response. This Munich Security Report sets out to make sense of what we refer
to as “Westlessness,’

The report (discussed in my previous essay entitled ‘Siren songs of make belief’, published in live
encounters 2021) then labels the regions of their concern as follows: ‘Mediterranean – ‘Nightmare
Nostrum’, Middle East – ‘Dire Straits’ and South Asia – Seize-Fire Fighters’.

The terminology illustrates poignantly the West’s imperialist perspective of the world as one
consisting of combatants and in need of corrections. Their reasoning is summed up in the following
passage:
‘For the past decades, the answer to the question what it was that kept the West together was
straightforward: a commitment to liberal democracy and human rights, to a market-based
economy, and to international cooperation in international institutions.’

Mike Pence warned in his speech “we cannot ensure the defence of the West if our allies grow
dependent on the East…’. In other words, the world of the West is a divided and dangerous world,
the opposite of what the Joint Statement called the necessity for an indivisible world.
Alfred de Zayas, professor at the Geneva School of diplomacy comments in a recent essay called
‘NATO as religion’ (Counterpunch, January 2022):

‘Although the US and NATO narratives have been proven to be inaccurate and sometimes
deliberately mendacious on numerous occasions, the fact is that a majority of citizens in the
Western World uncritically believe what they are told.
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Further Zayas states: ‘There is abundant evidence that the CIA and M15 have
organized “false flag” events in the Middle East and elsewhere. Why is it that
masses of educated people fail to take some distance and question more? I dare
postulate the hypothesis that the best way to understand the NATO phenomenon
is to see it as a secular religion. Then we are allowed to believe its implausible
narratives, because we can take them on faith.’

The “quality press” including the New York Times, Washington Post, The Times, Le Monde,
El Pais, the NZZ and FAZ are all effective echo chambers of the Washington consensus and
enthusiastically support the public relations and geopolitical propaganda offensive. I think
that it can be said without fear of contradiction that the only war that NATO has ever won is
the information war. A compliant and complicit corporate media has been successful in
persuading millions of Americans and Europeans that the toxic narratives of the Ministries of
Foreign Affairs are really true. We believe in the myth of the “Arab Spring” and “EuroMaidan”,
but we never hear about the right of self-determination of peoples, including the Russians of
Donetsk and Lugansk, and what could easily be called the “Crimean Spring”.

Further Zayas states:

‘There is abundant evidence that the CIA and M15 have organized “false flag” events in the
Middle East and elsewhere. Why is it that masses of educated people fail to take some
distance and question more? I dare postulate the hypothesis that the best way to understand the NATO phenomenon is to see it as a secular religion. Then we are allowed to believe
its implausible narratives, because we can take them on faith.’

Zayas mentions some of the many treaties the US did not ratify:

‘Among the treaties that the US has failed to ratify are the Vienna Convention on the Law of
Treaties, the ICC Statute, The UN Convention on the Law of the Sea, the Open Skies Treaty, the
Optional Protocol to the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations, the Optional Protocol to
the Vienna Convention on Consular Relations, the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child,
the Convention on Migrant Workers, the Convention on Economic, Social and Cultural
Rights…’

Time for a new humanism

The Joint Statement of the Russian Federation and the People’s Republic of China speaks of entering
a new era and a global sustainable development. In the preface they outline some of the problems
that need to be faced in the world from their perspective. They speak about a minority of ‘actors
who continue to advocate unilateral approaches to addressing international issues and resorting
to force to address them.’
© Greta Sykes
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The Joint Statement calls on all states to pursue the wellbeing for all, to build
dialogue and mutual trust, strengthen mutual understanding, champion such
universal human values as peace, development, equality, justice, democracy and
freedom. They are positioning the United Nations and its Security Council as
playing a central and coordinating role to ensure peace, stability and a sustainable
development across the world.

They mention interference in the internal affairs of other states, infringing their legitimate rights
and interests, inciting contradictions, differences and confrontation. An example of this is the EuroMaidan, as Zayas calls it, which is denying the rights of self-determination by the people of Donetsk
and Lugansk.
The Joint Statement calls on all states to pursue the wellbeing for all, to build dialogue and mutual trust,
strengthen mutual understanding, champion such universal human values as peace, development,
equality, justice, democracy and freedom. They are positioning the United Nations and its Security
Council as playing a central and coordinating role to ensure peace, stability and a sustainable
development across the world.
The Joint Statement expresses the belief that democracy is a universal human value rather than a
privilege of a limited number of states and that protecting it is a common responsibility of the entire
world community.

Reading this one cannot help viscerally experiencing the Joint Statement as a surprise and relief in a
world where hostility within the international arena appears to have become a ‘normal’ discourse.
Such a manner of speaking would be unacceptable in any other part of life. Why are we allowing it
to happen in the vital area of global peace and security?
The Joint Statement is truly radical in that it is based on the common human goal to pursue happiness
through cooperation and common rational goals of peace and development. I am reminded of
Emmanuel Kant’s categorical imperative and his notions of peace. Kant wrote in ‘For eternal peace’
‘Peace has to be planned for and agreed, it is not a natural state for humans’ he expressed, explaining it
needs clear, agreed boundaries.

The Enlightenment of the 17th and 18th century was built on similar notions of progress and the
belief in humanism with such eminent scholars as Rene Descartes, Isaac Newton, Baruch Spinoza
and Wilhelm Leipniz. However, at the time they remained purely theoretical and abstract goals,
because there was no state organisation that was willing or able to fulfil the demands of the
Enlightenment. Reading some of the aspects of the Enlightenment such as the belief in reason, the
evidence of the senses, progress, liberty, toleration and fraternity, it becomes apparent that the
Joint Statement has taken a leaf out of the book of the Enlightenment.
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Russia’s exports of LNG to China via the Polar Silk Road. Photograph credit: Gazprom
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TIME FOR A NEW HUMANISM

The situation in the world now is very different from Kant and Descartes’. We are destroying the
planet with our lack of respect for nature and all natural creatures. We have a globe more divided
by inequality than ever before. Weapons of mass destruction are piled up high and a sense of our
shared humanity and our common home on earth is utterly missing from the statements made
by the West under the dominance of the US. Two world wars have reduced the power of Europe
to act independently to zero. It used to be the cradle of the Enlightenment. It was also the cradle
of humanism, the forerunner of the Enlightenment. It had many highly celebrated poets, thinkers
and philosophers, among them Dante and Schiller. But Europe appears to have turned its back on
its own culture, to the extent that its very own religion, Christianity, is threatened with extinction.
These developments are due to the incessant and rapacious drives for profit by a small number of
companies, mainly arms manufacturers, but also pharmaceuticals and energy companies.

GRETA SYKES

In the Joint Statement Russia and China refer to their thousands of years of experience of development
and their rich cultural and historical traditions which they wish to build on. I could add that the
memory of their oppressed ancestors, the heroic victory of the Red Army over the Nazis inspires
the humanism that we find in the Joint Statement.
Perhaps the moment of justice for the oppressed is on the horizon. Perhaps the power for a renewal
of humanism and an enlightenment is now becoming a possibility for the first time in history.

Into this situation enter China and Russia. Their Joint Statement brings back the language and
desire of the Enlightenment. Different from before it is not philosophers and mathematicians who
express a desire for peace and cooperation, instead they are two of the three most powerful states
in the world. Their Joint Statement is an expression not just of wishful ideas or paradigms dreamt
up by philosophers in their backrooms. Russia and China are superpowers in our world today. They
have the power to change it, as Karl Marx said ‘…the point however is, to change it.’
Writing about Walter Benjamin Terry Eagleton tells us how Benjamin thought how incomplete
history is and that the present has the chance to complete it.

‘It is up to us whether a Neolithic child belonged to a species which ended up destroying itself,’ says
Eagleton. Further he states:
‘The Messiah will not arrive as the fulfilment of history but will reveal a constellation
of moments woven into historical time, periods of political emergency in which there is a
chance of justice for those whom the ruling powers hope to erase from the historical record.’

Like Benjamin we also live in a dark time where certain powers threaten the survival of the species
with their absurd military budgets and constant war mongering in every corner of the globe.

‘It is tradition that is subversive, not the act of abolishing it, Benjamin remarks. ‘What inspires men
and women to revolt is not dreams of liberated grandchildren, but memories of oppressed ancestors.’
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Strategic Messages & Inferences from
China’s 70th Anniversary Celebrations

China celebrated the 70th anniversary of its founding on October 1, 2019. In that
celebration, the ‘military parade’ held the most critical position via which China
transmitted to the internal Chinese domestic audience (1.4 billion) and external
observers the power and lethal capabilities in possession of the Communist Party
of China (CPC). In the military parade, 15,000 soldiers marched across Tiananmen
Square.

Added to that, 580 pieces of military equipment were showcased, with 40 per cent
of military hardware, shown for the very first time.1 160 military air-crafts flew
overhead, with Chinese commentators on live TV, explaining their range and stealth
capacity. China, for the very first time, showcased its medium range hyper-sonic
glide vehicle,2 the DF-17, along with others like the DF-41 and the DF-100.3 Also
showcased were the GJ-11 “Sharp Sword” supersonic stealth Unmanned Combat
Aerial Vehicle (UCAV)4 and the WZ-8 high altitude, high speed reconnaissance
drone.5 Wu Jian, editor of Defense Weekly from Shanghai explained in an interview
with Global Times:

Dr Namrata Goswami
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The biggest advantage of the drone [WZ-8] is that it can effectively gather
intelligence in real time in a controllable way compared to other platforms
like satellites...A satellite must travel along its orbit and conduct reconnaissance only when it is above the target...this can be calculated by the
enemy, and can create fake intelligence...A high-altitude, high-speed
reconnaissance drone will not have this problem... the drone will also act
as a soft deterrence, giving the message that the Chinese military can
engage in reconnaissance on its targets, so can it launch strikes on them.6
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First, the primary goal here is to accelerate efforts to constitute and build legitimacy
for the CPC; Second: broadcast China’s military capabilities as a measure of its
‘Great Power’ status and a ‘deterrence focused signaling’, least countries like the
U.S. believe they can take on China militarily over issues such as Taiwan, Hong
Kong or the SCS.

After the military parade was over, President Xi Jingping reminded all that “no force will stop or
shake China or its people from achieving its goals” of becoming the primary global power,7 as well
as its consequent intended goal of unification of the motherland8 with its lost territories (read
South China Sea Islands, East China Sea Islands, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Macau, Arunachal Pradesh).
What I found most insightful, while watching the military parade via the Xinhua live telecast9 were
the painstakingly crafted 70 seconds videos10 of China's success -1949-2019- in fields such as poverty alleviation,11 space technology, high speed rail, housing, and overall infrastructure [ Xinhua
is China's major news source]. The commentator kept reminding us that China is the only country
that has met the United Nations Millennium Development goals, 12 especially when it comes to
poverty alleviation. This perspective was corroborated by an article in China.org.cn,
Especially since the launch of the "reform and opening-up" policy 40 years ago, the unprecedented
economic and social success China has achieved as it marches towards achieving its "Chinese
Dream" [footnote added by author] 13 has no parallel in human history. Consider what has
happened: As the world's most populated country, China, which could barely feed its people
70 years ago, has made historic achievements in poverty alleviation by lifting more than 700
million people out of poverty through various welfare schemes while offering Chinese wisdom
and solutions to global poverty reduction. This figure accounts for nearly 70% of the worldwide poverty alleviation numbers. From 1978 to 2018, the number of impoverished people
in the country dropped from 770 million to 16.6 million, and the poverty rate from 97.5% to
1.7%...In doing so, China has written a new chapter in humanity's fight against poverty. It
was the first developing nation to achieve the targets set for hunger and poverty-free society
under the U.N. Millennium Development goals...Hailing China's remarkable success in poverty
reduction and contributions to the world organization, Tijjani Muhammad-Bande, president
of the 74th session of the UN General Assembly, used his opening speech to declare: "China is
on track to ending poverty ahead of schedule as envisioned by the U.N. 2030 Agenda -- this
alone would be a significant contribution to the global community.14

Given all such highlights, to include the assertion that China’s military strength is to ensure the
‘forward march’ of the Chinese nation and its people, what I infer from China’s National Day ‘Military
Parade’, the biggest ever since its founding, and its 70th year celebrations,15 are two clear messages.
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First, the primary goal here is to accelerate efforts to constitute and build legitimacy for the CPC;
Second: broadcast China’s military capabilities as a measure of its ‘Great Power’ status and a ‘deterrence focused signaling’, least countries like the U.S. believe they can take on China militarily over
issues such as Taiwan, Hong Kong or the SCS.

Legitimacy

The CPC is actively constructing a narrative of legitimacy, both within China and abroad, to ensure
that it continues its authoritarian one-party rule. This was apparent during the live telecast of the
military parade, when Xinhua broadcasted videos of the Prime Minister of Cambodia, President of
Pakistan,16 as well as messages from Serbia about how positive the CPC has been for China, and how
these countries would like to emulate China’s success story. There were special reports carried in
Chinese language news sources highlighting world leaders congratulating President Xi Jingping,17
to include U.S. President Donald Trump’s congratulatory tweet,18 Indian Prime Minister, Narendra
Modi’s message and Russian President’s Vladimir Putin’s good wishes, which stated “Russia and
China are mutually irreplaceable strategic partners. I highly value our friendship and would like to
continue to work closely with you to benefit the people of Russia and China”.19 Xinhua highlighted
and praised the CPC for the great achievements China has enjoyed since its founding. China has a
dedicated website for its Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), and that forum was filled with analyses
about China’s success; a clear signal to BRI’s 70 members.20

While most analysts view these messages from world leaders as routine, I argue that for the CPC,
broadcasting such messages builds into its aura, creates a narrative of legitimacy for its rule, as
well as showcases its reach, to its internal audience. This aspect is extremely important for the CPC
given the atmosphere of illegitimacy surrounding its stake to power, since it is a party that has selfselected itself to rule China. As Daniel W. Drezner posits: “identities are developed or constituted
through mutual recognition-authoritative actors are considered legitimate in the international
community not only because of self-recognition but because others recognize them as legitimate”.21
This Chinese behavior of constituting legitimacy follows the time-old aphorism of one of China’s
greatest philosophers, Sun Tzu. For a comprehensive grand strategy of success, Sun Tzu believed
that a state must have five inter-related factors.
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China’s strategic culture prioritizes the ability to use force when required, though
for China, to realize Xi’s China dream, the superior grand strategy is to win without fighting. As the author of the book, China Dream, Liu Mingfu, a retired PLA
Colonel maintains; as per Sun Tzu’s guidance, the breakout of war is the breakdown of strategy and demonstrates civilizational demise. To win a war by stratagem,
without bloodshed, is the way of a superior grand strategy and civilization.

These include an understanding of the power of norms (moral legitimacy), heaven, earth (physical
conditions), leadership, and finally, method and discipline (assessment of military capability, context,
relative power potential/difference, logistics, resources).22 Once all elements come together, a state
can benefit from a grand strategy for success. So, by building internal and external legitimization,
President Xi and the CPC are following Sun Tzu’s first factor: the power of norms (moral legitimacy);
and his third factor: leadership.

Showcase Military Power

China’s strategic culture prioritizes the ability to use force when required, though for China, to
realize Xi’s China dream, the superior grand strategy is to win without fighting. As the author of
the book, China Dream, Liu Mingfu, a retired PLA Colonel maintains; as per Sun Tzu’s guidance, the
breakout of war is the breakdown of strategy and demonstrates civilizational demise. To win a war
by stratagem, without bloodshed, is the way of a superior grand strategy and civilization. 23

With a combination of economic resources, moral legitimacy, and by constituting standards of
behavior, China is playing at a game for power; one with consequences for the global order. For
with power comes influence, especially “the capacity or ability to direct or influence the behavior
of others or the course of events”. By broadcasting military power at its 70th national day celebrations,
especially showcasing new military hardware ‘made in China’, Xi’s rather explicit message is that
China has the military capacity to defend what it believes is rightfully its territory, or take over new
territory as a unification goal, but chooses not to do so, since it believes in peace.24 Based on current
available statistics, China is the second largest military spender, with $250 billion in 2018.25 [The
U.S. leads the world with $649 billion in 2018;26 though the returns from the military budget could
differ given cost difference in both countries]. The recent parade demonstrates that China has upgraded
its military hardware, followed by investments in new military services like the PLA Strategic Support
Force, and the Rocket Force. As mentioned earlier, several new UCAVs were on displays, followed
by the DF-17, China’s hyper-sonic missile, capable of maneuvering at many times the speed of sound,
making it difficult to deter, thereby raising serious doubts about the effectiveness of the missile defense
system being built by the U.S. and Japan. The DF-41, China’s long range intercontinental missile (9,
320 miles) that can travel to the U.S. in 30 minutes was showcased during the parade, coupled with
the DF-21D, designed to hit ships 932 miles away, as well as the DF-26 intermediate range missile,
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that can reach Guam, where the U.S. military base is located. While these were the two clear strategic
messages, it is useful to access Xi’s own foundational strategic philosophy.

Xi’s Strategic Philosophy

Xi is influenced by one of the toughest of the legalist scholars from ancient China, known as Han Fei
Tzi or Tzu, 27 a philosopher from the Warring state period (475–221 BC).28 Han Fei Tzi asserted that
morality had no place in the realm of ruling, especially when the sole goal was that of preservation of the
state. Morality is only useful to create an ‘atmosphere of legitimacy’ but must be cast aside in the
interest of national survival (read national revival or rejuvenation). Ruling consisted of strengthening
the hand of the state, and effective control of the population with the usage of law. We can see that
manifest in present day China with the increased role of the People’s Armed Police (PAP),29 proudly
showcased in the October 1 ‘military parade’, its technology focused surveillance,30 and the social
credit system.31 Han Fei Tzi specified that the ruler himself was determined by a set of principles
and maintained an enigmatic personality that oversaw his subordinate officers of the court. According to
this tradition, self-interest dictated almost every aspect of administration, and concepts like deceit,
intrigue and a ruthless disposition were encouraged for success.

In the context of the Hong Kong democracy protests, or China’s occupation of the South China Sea
islands, Xi wants to deliberately project military power, least the U.S. or an alliance led by the U.S.
think it prudent to intervene to deter China’s revisionist territorial grab. As of today, China has
moved about 10,000 to 12, 000 PLA/PAP into Hong Kong, up from 3000 a month ago. A September
30, 2019 Reuters report suggest that “there are now up to 12,000 Chinese troops in Hong Kong...
Among them: members of the People’s Armed Police, a paramilitary force that answers to Xi Jinping.
If China moves to put down protests in the city, they will likely do the job...’.32 The PAP, a paramilitary
force, was brought under direct control of the Central Military Commission (CMC) since 2018, of
which Xi is the Chairman.33 Before that administrative change, the PAP was under the dual command
of the CMC and the State Council. I predict that China will become militarily aggressive vis-a-vis Hong
Kong since the National Day and 70th anniversary celebrations are now over. However, PAP will be at
the forefront of riot control measures unlike what occurred in 1989 when the PLA was used to
suppress pro-democracy protests.
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I can predict that the next big celebration for the PRC is in 2049 - the 100th year
celebration of its establishment. That year, China will not only showcase cutting
edge military hardware but also demonstrate ‘world first’ capabilities of a lunar
industrial base as well as the first ever Space-Based Solar Power (SBSP) satellite
in orbit. Already, China has demonstrated several ‘space firsts’ like landing on
the far side of the Moon, building of an un-hackable Quantum satellite, Micius, as
well as growing the first two cotton leaves on the lunar surface.

Conclusion
In conclusion, I can predict that the next big celebration for the PRC is in 2049 - the 100th year celebration
of its establishment. That year, China will not only showcase cutting edge military hardware but
also demonstrate ‘world first’ capabilities of a lunar industrial base as well as the first ever SpaceBased Solar Power (SBSP) satellite in orbit. Already, China has demonstrated several ‘space firsts’
like landing on the far side of the Moon, building of an un-hackable Quantum satellite, Micius,34 as
well as growing the first two cotton leaves on the lunar surface.35

Several economic forecasts predict that by 2050, China will be the leading economy in the world,
followed by India.36 The U.S. will fall into third position. With economic resources at hand, China
will spend more on military modernization and its space-based technology. The trend in the last
five years clearly support such an outcome. For instance, between 2009 and 2018, China has
witnessed an 83 per cent change in its military expenditure.37 In 2010, China spent $115.7 billion
in defense. In 2018, that has gone up to $250 as per the Stockholm International Peace Research
Institute (SIPRI). The Chinese government estimates of its military budget tends to downplay its defense
expenditure, sometimes half of what SIPRI estimates. However, SIPRI’s assessment is corroborated
by the International Institute for Strategic Studies (IISS):
Where possible, official defence budgets for the current and previous two years are shown, as
well as an estimate of actual defence expenditures for those countries where true defence
expenditure is thought to be higher than official budget [emphasis added] figures suggest...
Therefore, there will be several countries listed in The Military Balance for which only an official
defence-budget figure is provided but where, in reality, true defence-related expenditure
is almost certainly higher.38

Given all that, the CPC, under Xi’s leadership and direction, will bolster both internal control and
external assertiveness. These changes should not surprise anyone observing China. When Xi took
over power in 2012, he clearly indicated that the time for China’s national revival has come.39
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He followed up his words by establishing firm control over the PLA, create new military institutional
structures backed by his Civil-Military Integration Strategy, encourage initiatives like the ‘New Silk
Road’,40 the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB), the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), reassert
territorial claims, and aggressively move to stake China’s claim on them. Under Xi’s leadership,
China is actively shaping its regional and global environment, where it emerges as the lead player,
expanding its sphere of influence.

Besides the two main intended strategic messages: CPC legitimacy and broadcasting military power,
China’s national day celebrations and the military parade offer a few further strategic insights: that
the key factors of nationalism, and pride in China’s achievement were in full display; the Chinese
narrative is that the revival of an old civilization with modern characteristics will offer an alternative
compelling paradigm vis a vis the liberal world order. The CPC narrative of legitimacy-building will
continue, backed by China focused alliance mechanisms like the BRI, which has 70 member countries
and plans to invest $575 billion in these “corridor economies”.41 Remarkably, countries like New
Zealand42 (part of the five countries intelligence alliance of the Anglosphere: U.S; U.K; Australia; New
Zealand; Canada),43 popularly known as the Five Eyes, have joined the BRI. In Europe, Greece,44
Italy,45 Serbia,46 are among those who have joined. Early this year, Luxembourg joined the BRI, in
lieu of which China Bank posted the first BRI Bond of $500 million in the Luxembourg Stock
Exchange (LSE).47 The Global Times, one of China’s leading state funded newspapers specified why
Luxembourg joining the BRI is such a bid deal strategically for the China led initiative:
The tiny European nation of Luxembourg has a very important status in the EU. It is the eurozone’s
leading financial center and the world’s second-largest fund market. With the UK possibly leaving
the EU trade bloc, Luxembourg is eyeing London’s spot as the financial hub for EU countries
after Brexit...The former prime minister of Luxembourg, Jean-Claude Juncker, is currently
the president of the European Commission...Luxembourg can perhaps serve as a pragmatic
bridgehead for cooperation between the BRI and Europe. The country was the first non-Asian
nation to join the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB), a multilateral development
bank that has been seen as a key supporter for BRI projects, and will host the bank’s first annual
meeting outside of Asia in July.48
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For now, the images of Chinese military hardware dominate the news cycles of the world. The
strategic signaling Xi intended through the October 1 military parade display has achieved its strategic
effect; that China is a Great Power, and its military capabilities [emphasis added] is “much closer to the
U.S. than you probably think”.49
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Dr Cauvery Ganapathy
Tibet: a tangled cause
Abstract
Most issues in international relations acquire multiple identities. Oftentimes, the
only purpose this serves is to compound a singular or simpler issue to begin with.
The narrative of the Tibetan issue is an instance of such entanglement. The Tibetan
issue, to a large part of the world, much of India included, resonates at the level of an
ethno-cultural and religious suppression which is fast devolving into a humanitarian
crisis. However, to consider Tibet through that prism alone- as it is most commonly
done- is to overlook its significant strategic relevance, and to be willfully in denial of
what, this commentary argues, is at the heart of the unquiet peace along the SinoIndian border. The purpose of this commentary is two-fold - One, to upraise the
strategic relevance of Tibet and argue that it may perhaps be time for it to feature more
prominently in New Delhi’s strategic outreaches, and two, to upraise a hope that the
struggles of a people long suppressed not be made a casualty of great power politics.

Dr Cauvery Ganapathy
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In a strategic arena intrinsically tied to considerations of Chinese behavior and
approach, there appear two areas that New Delhi could increase its focus on in
the near future. While the Andaman Islands with its vital positioning at the mouth
of the Malacca Straits qualifies as one, the Tibetan plateau may well emerge as
the second. It is a configuration that would irk Beijing endlessly and not one that
would, should or could be made blithely in any measure either. The fact of a contiguous
land border that India shares with China and the remarkable growth in the PLAN’s
capabilities and their increased presence in the Indian Ocean Region (IOR), present
the opening of fronts that India must confront more actively and imaginatively.
These two territories, then, offer a most cogent markings of a strategic theatre
that India needs to cultivate. The central intent of this commentary is to focus on
the second option – Tibet
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The Tibetan issue represents an anomaly in that, what is also a critically important
strategic issue is being dealt with by most nations, as a humanitarian one. To
an objective observer, a humanitarian issue must take precedence in any case,
it would appear. However, international relations and global politics has been a
testimony to the fact that when it comes to decision-making, it is most often the
strategic issues that enthuse an expedient and invested response from governments. The tragedy of the Tibetans has been that their cause is largely universally
considered a humanitarian one and consequently gets featured much lower on
the list of priorities by nations other than China, while significantly, the Chinese
themselves see the Tibetan issue as one of strategic importance and national security.

While Tibet forms the main focus of this commentary, a brief note on the Andamans is called for,
given the reference made to it. The Andamans is a strategic asset that New Delhi appears poised to
finally exploit most potently in its approach towards Chinese presence in the IOR. The landing of a
US Poseidon P-8 on the island in late September, 2020 should be taken to be indicative of a much
more open stance on the part of India to accept and utilize the strategic value of the Andaman Islands
at a time when the Chinese presence in the IOR appears to be increasing. The Andamans, in many
ways, acts as a gateway to the Malacca Straits, indisputably the most critical chokepoint where
global energy trade is concerned. This development must be contextualised also in the backdrop of
the conclusion of a series of military logistics agreements that India and the US have recently signed,
beginning with the LEMOA and the COMCASA and concluding with the BECA and MISTA earlier this
week. The fundamentals of all of these agreements rests on enhancing the scope of interoperability
between American and Indian naval forces. Attendant to any such intent must necessarily be a
robust positioning in the IOR, and the Andamans offers an unparalleled location to base such a
collaboration out of.
On Tibet

Tibet and the Tibetan cause have resonated internationally over the past seven decades. The central
point of interest relates, quite understandably, to ideas that emanate from the realm of humanitarian
considerations. The struggles of the Tibetan people, living in exile in large part, have come to acquire
the status of a great humanitarian tragedy being played out since the last century and is one that
appears to have caught the public imagination like no other. Yet, support and advocacy for it remains
conditional upon the troughs of political relations with and within other countries.
The Tibetan issue represents an anomaly in that, what is also a critically important strategic issue is
being dealt with by most nations, as a humanitarian one. To an objective observer, a humanitarian
issue must take precedence in any case, it would appear. However, international relations and global
politics has been a testimony to the fact that when it comes to decision-making, it is most often the
strategic issues that enthuse an expedient and invested response from governments. The tragedy
of the Tibetans has been that their cause is largely universally considered a humanitarian one and
consequently gets featured much lower on the list of priorities by nations other than China, while
significantly, the Chinese themselves see the Tibetan issue as one of strategic importance and national
security.
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A Senior Tibetan Officer of the Special Frontier Force (SFF) Nyima Tenzin, was killed in a landmine blast
Pangong lake, Indo-Tibetan border. Ram Madhav laid a wreath for Nyima Tenzin and later met his family.
Photo: Twitter
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Major rivers that originate in Tibet: Yarlung Zangbo/Brahmaputra, Salween, Mekong,
Yangtse, Yellow, Indus, Sutlej, Dulong Jiang/ Irrawady, Bhote Kosi. Arun, Karnali, Trishuli.

To China, the significance of Tibet may be identified as both strategic and tactical.
Strategic because, in addition to its position as frontier land, there are ten river
systems which originate in the Tibetan plateau and the control of which is a crucial
area of interest. Controlling Tibet, then, translates into gaining control over the
destinies of all the downstream countries that depend on access to these rivers for
their sustenance. Water security is a natural, non-negotiable concern for every
country - as a result, it is also a threat multiplier. Since the times of Mao, Tibet’s
promise of freshwater and the agrarian bounties of its fertile soil have made it
absolutely essential for the Chinese state to have complete and unfettered access
to Tibet and its resources. These resources now also include the mining of critical
minerals.

It is in this backdrop that the importance that Beijing accords to the cause of controlling Tibet and
its diffidence to any apparent international condemnation must be understood, while attempting
to locate the apparent ambivalence of other countries to the issue.

fountainhead from which Chinese water security and territorial hold of the downstream countries
of South and South East Asia emerges. The weaponization of water that the Chinese could implement
with a total control of Tibet, would be as effective as any resource war that the world has seen so far.

While the Dalai Lama is and will perhaps remain the most recognizable symbol of non-violent
protest, there comes a time to reckon whether an approach needs to be supplemented. The bold
strides that the elected Central Tibetan Administration (CTA) has recently been making is perhaps
just such an option. Similarly noteworthy are the multiple steps that the US Congress and the most
unlikely of administrations in US history, has taken to be openly supportive of the Tibetan cause
and raise the prospect of retributions.

To China, the significance of Tibet may be identified as both strategic and tactical. Strategic because,
in addition to its position as frontier land, there are ten river systems which originate in the Tibetan
plateau and the control of which is a crucial area of interest. Controlling Tibet, then, translates into
gaining control over the destinies of all the downstream countries that depend on access to these
rivers for their sustenance. Water security is a natural, non-negotiable concern for every country
- as a result, it is also a threat multiplier. Since the times of Mao, Tibet’s promise of freshwater and
the agrarian bounties of its fertile soil have made it absolutely essential for the Chinese state to
have complete and unfettered access to Tibet and its resources. These resources now also include
the mining of critical minerals.

India would need to upgrade the strategic importance it openly attaches to Tibet for a change of
such a narrative to take place. To begin with, underlining Beijing’s view of Tibet and the undeniable
strategic value it places on the territory should find a mirror in India. Tibet’s critical relevance to
Beijing emanates from a twin concern –
The first, that it is the periphery that could make the Chinese core susceptible. The Chinese predicate
it on their traditional strategic understanding of ‘neiluanwaihuan’ which believes that any chinks
in the domestic armour makes one susceptible to foreign aggression; Second, that it is the the literal

One telling indicator that this is the Tibet that the Chinese see, are the heads under which a visible
Chinese policy towards Tibet may be classified and compared with to their traditional policies elsewhere. Chinese political history appears to favour the pillars of defense, development, migration
and homogenization through ethnic classification in peripheral areas, that it considers as principle
national security risks.

This commentary urges a ‘reconsideration of Tibet’ along parameters of relevance other than the
humanitarian one. One could take pains to underline yet again that an issue should be most critical
by virtue of it being a humanitarian one alone, but it would seem like harping on a truism which
would serve no purpose. Instead, if the raising of an issue to the level of strategic – and otherconsiderations is what would accord it the immediate and unqualified credence and support it
deserves, then that is what must be done. A change in the narrative is required for Tibet.

A similar change in narrative on the Tibetan question may perhaps be useful within India too. India’s
position on Tibet, for one, could well be classified as one of calibrated empathy. There are the
undoubted acts of statesman like courage – or, strategic foresight, as many with the benefit of hindsight over India’s Tibet policy would perhaps argue - that allowed for a fleeing people to be provided
a home within Indian territory. Yet, instances of allowing their struggle to become a victim of the
changing moods of the country’s domestic political disposition as also the vagaries of international
relations abound equally, and more.
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In the intertwining of these two identities that Beijing has ascribed to Tibet, lies the misfortune of
a people that are finding themselves in the crosshairs of what is essentially a strategic and tactical
calculation that is deeply invested in wiping their very identity out.

Second, tactical because, of the identification of Tibet as ‘the palm that holds the five Himalayan fingers’
of Sikkim, Arunachal Pradesh, Ladakh, Nepal and Bhutan, together- an idea that finds extensive
exposition in Mao’s thoughts. This positioning of Tibet makes it absolutely imperative for the Chinese
to maintain a hold over it if they wish to enjoy any tactical advantage of higher ground entry into
the five territories. In this context, it may be underlined that what transpired in Ladakh earlier this
year should not perplex anyone that has followed the patterns of Chinese actions where any
perceived Indian focus (whether through the building of infrastructure, or movement, or legislation)
on any one of these five ‘irritant points’ calls for an immediate redressal through return to status
quo, often at the cost of precipitating a conflict.
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This is, in fact, a pattern that marks every overreach of the Chinese state along
regions which could qualify as its periphery- it begins with Tibet and stretches
through Xinjiang, Taiwan, Inner Mongolia and finally, Hong Kong.

https://www.scmp.com/news/china/diplomacy/article/3037032/united-states-wants-united-nations-take-dalailama-succession

The CCP’s approach to Tibet demonstrates these four features in ample measure. Building on these
and consolidating them are the instruments of surveillance and subjugation. This consolidation of
the periphery is implemented through an easily discernible patternFirst, through propaganda to create a milieu that would make the need to ‘protect’ the territory a
given; Second, to undermine the social and cultural elites; Third, to arrange for migration of the
majority population into the territory; and, fourth, to make this newly migrated population stakeholders by integrating them into a model of economic growth that is irrevocably tied to the aegis of
the core-in this case, the CCP in Beijing.
This is, in fact, a pattern that marks every overreach of the Chinese state along regions which could
qualify as its periphery- it begins with Tibet and stretches through Xinjiang, Taiwan, Inner Mongolia
and finally, Hong Kong.

Building on these precepts are the two flagship projects in Tibet- the Qinghai Tibet Railway and
the South-North Water Diversion Project, both unique enablers of the Chinese state’s apparent
defense and strategic objectives. A continuing reticence on part of actors such as India to build on
the momentum the US has been building, in expressing and demonstrating their support for the
Tibetan cause would lead to an easy implementation of the Belt and Road Initiative, which in turn
would further the entrenchment and control of access to Tibet that these two projects already accord Beijing. Furthermore, another problem with the BRI succeeding in a place like Tibet is that it
would then increase the stakeholders in the oppression of the Tibetans- a virtual death-knell for
their struggle for freedom.

Now, there is no reason to believe that New Delhi thinks of Tibet in ‘non-strategic’ terms. However,
it is necessary at times to reflect a view through action, when an implicit understanding alone
does not suffice. Doing so would send effective signals to Beijing about the stake and importance
that India accords the Tibetan issue. Simultaneously, it would also remove the garb around the
considerations that must necessarily be offered to the other cause- that of Tibetan identity -which
has ended up a casualty of larger strategic imperatives. There was a refreshing change noted with
the presence of a senior minister from the BJP at the funeral of the fallen Tibetan soldier recently.
However, this act of open recognition and support was immediately undercut by the deleting of the
Minister’s tweet referring to his attendance and homage.
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There is an inherent value in a nation being identified with the normative choices it stays true to.
To not openly recognize and stand by the struggles of a people that have now even come to serve in
our defense forces should, then, generate a moral compunction that leads to reckoning.

The creation of silos could sometimes offer creative solutions. To identify the Tibetan cause as a
strategic one that must be fought accordingly and assurances accordingly offered, would be to create
a space where the simultaneous and related suppression of the Tibetan way of life could then be
separated from the equation and whereby the support offered to the Tibetan activists would not
be rendered meaningless or even farcical. It would help liberate the struggle of the Tibetans from
the tragic and tiring role it has come to play as a pawn of appeasement or threat in Great Power
rivalries.
The World Wars began as conflicts of identity and ethnicity. It is incumbent to remember that a
cause like Tibet which has for too long functioned as a pawn of convenience in international politics
is occurring in a geographic region that in itself is a powder-keg that could not be easily diffused
if it were to blow up. A challenge is prepared for and can be managed. A threat, on the other hand,
usually demands a response, which generally does not offer the leeway of a leisurely considered
action. To cultivate the Tibetan plateau (and the Andamans) and position it as central in India’s
strategic calculus, then, may be a way to recognize an imminent challenge and get ahead of it before
it morphs into becoming a strategic threat that may need to be answered, uncomfortably.
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Reason, Expression and Freedom
This evening I thought I would present to you some of my thoughts on ‘Reason, Expression and
Freedom.’ Aristotle is believed to have said “I love Plato, but I love more Plato’s thought. Plato in no
small measure made a big virtue of vision. In those centuries before Christ, in ancient Greek culture,
poets were called vates, (not the veterinary doctors); these were the visionaries, almost like those
at the dawn of Indian civilization. We had poets who were known for their Richas – rushis – who
were able to see beyond their own space, and beyond their time, and tried to communicate, tried
to express that wonderful togetherness of man , nature and energy. However, Aristotle introduced
a wedge between vision and thought. And we have in the western tradition the birth of what we
know today as ‘Reason’ or Rationality. I shall speak a little bit about its progress and what it has
done to us in our time. I am not going to present the entire history – it is not possible to do so in the
next 40 or 45 minutes. So I shall only touch upon the more important stops in the vast trajectory of
Reason in the West.

Dr Ganesh N Devy
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Humans have a great curiosity about what is non-human. The consciousness tries to create – at least a
momentarily completed picture of the phenomenal world, the world external to the consciousness.
We do not know if the phenomenal world is a fiction created by the consciousness, or whether
consciousness itself is a child of the reality that surrounds us. There is a big debate as to which comes
first or whether both of them are real or both of them are unreal at the same time. Phenomenology
spent a good couple of centuries debating this and yet has not come to any final conclusion on this
issue. But at the heart of the matter there is this fact that humans have this ‘abiding ‘interest in
knowing what truth is, the truth of existence, the truth of the world, the truth beyond existence and
the world as we know and see beyond the human – truth in what transcends human and the natural
– and I am not talking of reality – which is different from ‘truth’ – because of this abiding interest in
knowing ‘truth’ humans have generated what we call today ‘knowledge’.
© Ganesh N Devy
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It is easy for one or two generations to remember – But if you go to fifty generations
before your time you would be lost. So it is at this stage that a certain arrangement
needs to be introduced, a certain classification needs to be introduced in what is
collected. And that gives birth to what is called taxonomy.

In the 18th century we have important Philosophers who speak in terms of primacy
of thought over experience and the superiority of thought over vision. Hobbs in
‘Leviathan’ takes a stand, where he says, if you give free range to imagination, you
become a sinful person. In fact, imagination leads you to ‘melancholy’ a disease
which was considered to be universal in England at that time. Shakespeare’s
treatment of King Lear has an element of ‘melancholy’. Lear the old King is under
the attack of melancholy. Milton’s treatment of Satan has this element of ‘melancholy’
because Satan is shown as burning in a dark river. Darkness is associated with
melancholy because they believed that vapors rise from the spleen and affect the
thinking process. Darkness was associated with melancholy.

Now a little bit about what ‘knowledge’ is. We experience the world through senses – the sensory
perception accumulates in the brain to the extent we have memory – individual memory. Individuals
remember the accumulated wealth of sensory perception but a point comes when the individuals have
to fade into time and pass on the experience of the world to the next generation and it is there that
the perception of many individuals – the memory based perception of many individuals is gathered
and posited, collected as if it is outside individuals, as if it exists objectively. While the origin is in
the mind of an individual and many such individuals, what gathers, what gets collected becomes
impersonal from one generation to the next generation requires a mechanism and that gives rise
to institutions such as schools and at a later stage universities. All of us present here are in the
business of carrying the old stock of remembered experiences to the new generation. So what is
called knowledge is essentially accumulated memory. When memory gets complicated then what
is accumulated requires a different regimen, a different regulation for controlling it , for keeping it
safe for making sense of what is gathered – the collective memory.

Thinkers in Europe felt that having so many different tables , so many different classifications still keeps
all of the knowledge beyond the reach of a single individual scholar and they started wondering
whether there could not be a single method to remember everything. Many of them developed
strange methods of remembering. One of them was Leibniz, a German philosopher. Leibniz finally
arrived at a level of abstraction; it was to strive at abstracting facts, physical experience, mental
experience or memory or history. This came handy in abstracting and harmoniously bringing
together all that was known. In this way, Leibniz arrived at a higher level of abstraction. He held
that everything can be remembered if it is converted to digits such as 1 and 0. He maintained that
one can split everything in terms of strings of zero and one. The assumption was that if one understood how to read this, how to relate this zero – one, 001,100 – infinite series of combinations,
permutations of these digits, then anybody would have a good chance to ‘know’. Leibniz said that
“harmony is the governing principle of the universe”. By this he meant that all knowledge has to be
harmoniously placed together. No two sets or sub- sets of knowledge known to humans should be
incongruously placed with the general order of knowledge. Leibniz made a very important historical
accomplishment in that what he created was described in his lifetime and subsequently in all
generations as ‘universal knowledge’. ‘Universal Knowledge’ is not knowledge about the universe.
It is the basic method of recording and organizing knowledge. If you know that method then it can
be applied to any subset of the collected knowledge. That was the meaning of the expression he
used it, in his own coinage. Now this had a guiding principle laid down, for what it means to think
and the idea of thought took a more concrete shape than it had during the time of Aristotle who
said “I like Plato but I like Plato’s thought more”. This idea of what thought is very clear in Descartes’
formulation “I think, therefore I exist”. From the 17th on to the 18th century this method of thinking
and this method of knowledge had defined conversely what knowledge is and what thought is.

It is easy for one or two generations to remember – But if you go to fifty generations before your
time you would be lost. So it is at this stage that a certain arrangement needs to be introduced, a
certain classification needs to be introduced in what is collected. And that gives birth to what is
called taxonomy.

Around the 15th and the 16th century in Europe, when there was a sudden outburst of new intellectual
energy there was an attendant attempt at classifying things differently. Before the 16th and the
17th century, memory was --the collected memory –treated through certain known paths. There
were mnemonics (tricks to remember) in use in plenty. For instance, a certain character/letter
helps in recalling several facts, and so one put such characters/letters together and made a little
verse. In many languages, the first letters of the words of colour terms for all colours in the spectrum
are put together to make an acronym. It helps one to remember the colours in the spectrum. Such
were the memory tricks that civilizations have used all along in all ages. It is the necessity of the
human consciousness and its relationship with the external world. During the 16th and the 17th
centuries in Europe, scholars found that these tricks were no longer enough to keep together all of
the collected memory of centuries in the form of a manageable knowledge stock. Therefore, they
started devising new methods of classification so there was a taxonomy for Chemistry, (the periodic
table) Zoology, Botany, Physics etc. - for Planets and stars, for all kinds of Geological material and so
on.
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In the 18th century we have important Philosophers who speak in terms of primacy of thought over
experience and the superiority of thought over vision. Hobbs in ‘Leviathan’ takes a stand, where he says,
if you give free range to imagination, you become a sinful person. In fact, imagination leads you to
‘melancholy’ a disease which was considered to be universal in England at that time. Shakespeare’s
treatment of King Lear has an element of ‘melancholy’. Lear the old King is under the attack of
melancholy. Milton’s treatment of Satan has this element of ‘melancholy’ because Satan is shown as
burning in a dark river. Darkness is associated with melancholy because they believed that vapors
rise from the spleen and affect the thinking process. Darkness was associated with melancholy.
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Now, science or what Europe called science came up and rationality and thought
based on rationality took shape precisely in centuries when colonialism was the
order of the day and that had a great impact on our destinies here and destinies
of people in Africa, Latin America and so on. We had our own traditions of
remembering things. We had our own traditions of handing down knowledge
from one generation to the next generation. In western traditions, veracity –
evidence – proof became the defining features of thought based knowledge.

Through the 19th century there used to be debates as to whether science holds
truth or poetry holds truth. Is scientific truth superior to poetic truth, and so
on. Unnecessary controversies, unnecessary debates I would say. This faith
in rationality – there is a contradiction of terms - Science became a kind of a
religion and religion was therefore dropped out of people’s life – at least social
life. This faith in science and rationality created huge struggles during the 20th
century, and based on quite a dogma-like faith in science, millions were killed in
Europe and outside.

Hobbes says that imagination seizes what does not exist and the affected mind starts seeing goblins,
witches, ghosts when they are hit by melancholy driven imagination. As against that, thought was
considered as the harbinger of light. Thought made things clearer. Thought showed the contours of
reality in very clear relief. Therefore, knowledge had to be thoughtful or rational. The term rational
means the ability of the human mind to know. That is the basic meaning of the term ‘rational’.
Humans have a ‘rational’ mind (a view later rejected by Sigmund Freud) that was the belief at that
time.

They were rejected, unfortunately, which was a
great tragedy for us. But even in those traditions,
those other traditions, the logic was that tradition
of knowledge develops along certain hazy lines of
intuition rather than rationality. This clash gave
the rest of the world a sense of inferiority and
Europe a sense of unnecessary superiority.

Now, science or what Europe called science came up and rationality and thought based on rationality
took shape precisely in centuries when colonialism was the order of the day and that had a great
impact on our destinies here and destinies of people in Africa, Latin America and so on. We had our
own traditions of remembering things. We had our own traditions of handing down knowledge from
one generation to the next generation. In western traditions, veracity – evidence – proof became
the defining features of thought based knowledge. In our traditions it was not veracity, proof or
evidence, but when a guru taught a shishya, the shishya knew that the guru has knowledge and the
guru understood intuitively that the shishyas have acquired that knowledge. So intuition was the
parameter for judging validity of the knowledge process or transaction- not evidence not proof, not
logical proof but intuition. Now these two traditions came into direct conflict during the colonial
times. We of course had other traditions of remembering. We had traditions of memory of people
who worked with hands - the farmers, women and so on, and their traditions of memory had never
been canonized in India.

Through the 19th century there used to be debates
as to whether science holds truth or poetry holds
truth. Is scientific truth superior to poetic truth,
and so on. Unnecessary controversies, unnecessary
debates I would say. This faith in rationality –
there is a contradiction of terms - Science became
a kind of a religion and religion was therefore
dropped out of people’s life – at least social life.
This faith in science and rationality created huge
struggles during the 20th century, and based on
quite a dogma-like faith in science, millions were
killed in Europe and outside. Initially, I had said
that the Greeks thought of visionaries and those
visionaries imagined that ‘word’ had a power of
its own – that ‘word’ itself illuminates things.
Religions all over the world considered ‘word’
having a magical power. It is the ‘word’ that
connects the mind and the world – chitta and
vishwa – the conscious and the phenomenal world
and, thereby, bridges the word and the world.

As we move ahead in the 19th century after the war devastated Europe and after Napoleon was no
more. Suddenly a very important French thinker – Augustus Comte decided that not only Physics,
Zoology. Botany Mathematics, Planets, Chemistry be linked together in a system, but even what
we call today humanities or social sciences. They were only called human disciplines – even they
be linked in the same systematic, symmetrical way with the rest of Knowledge. So he produced
his wonderful series of tomes on ‘What is Human Science’ He started his work in 1822 or 1823
and completed it by 1835 middle of the 19th century. In all this history rationality and knowledge
based on rationality had developed its rhetoric to justify themselves. And this rhetoric said that if
thought is not logical if it is not in the structure of “Á, therefore, B” – “something happens, therefore,
something else happens.” We see that in action in construction of history in Hegel’s sense. History
is not just the memory of what happened in the past, but history is the sequence of things in terms
of causality.
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Unnecessarily Europe started thinking that science
and therefore technology will civilize humans all
over the world and effectively produce lasting
solutions for basic dilemmas of being human. This
faith kept multiplying through the 19th century.
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The print technology made the written word considered more serious than the
spoken word which is against the spirit of the Greek and the earlier Upanishadic,
several non-Upanishadic and Buddhistic traditions. In our country for instance
this had a terrible impact on languages that we spoke and a similarly terrible
impact was there on spoken languages in the rest of the world. I will give a little
account. In the 19th century the print technology came to India. In some parts
of the world it came a little earlier, some 20 years earlier. I am giving a broad
picture so it doesn’t matter - Only some languages were printed. Others were
not printed.

Globally it is believed that there were 6000 living languages. And it is also
estimated by a number of agencies and individual scholars and linguists that out
of 6000 at least 4000 may quite likely disappear in the next 50 years. Globally
it seems that languages die. Human languages die. Not just language A or B but
language itself is dying and that is a worrisome situation. Why have we arrived at
this situation? Is it only because of Colonialism or Writing or Rationality? There
is something more happening.

In this view, not the ‘word’, not the consciousness,
but the connecting thing is seen as of a greater
importance than either the ‘word’ itself or the
mind that pursues the ‘word’. That also was a way
of knowing because the ‘word’ knew itself as a
verb rather than ‘knowledge’ which is normally
seen only as a noun (and rarely as a verb ‘knowing’).
That was a take of many civilizations on what ‘word’
is. Throughout the 19th century societies all over
the world found a new expression. I shall come to
this new expression in a minute’s time. It was the
expression of their collective rights. But before I
speak that let me say about what happened to
natural expression of individuals. The insistence
on veracity, the insistence on logic -the insistence
on what can be checked by others and found
equally valid or invalid laid Europe to believing
that what is written is superior to what is spoken.
There is of course a great support to that argument
coming from the technology of printing which
was then new in Europe. The print technology
made the written word considered more serious
than the spoken word which is against the spirit
of the Greek and the earlier Upanishadic, several
non-Upanishadic and Buddhistic traditions. In
our country for instance this had a terrible impact
on languages that we spoke and a similarly terrible
impact was there on spoken languages in the rest
of the world. I will give a little account. In the
19th century the print technology came to India.
In some parts of the world it came a little earlier,
some 20 years earlier. I am giving a broad picture
so it doesn’t matter - Only some languages were
printed. Others were not printed.

The ones that were printed were considered languages of substance. The languages that were not
printed were considered as inferior languages. Languages only of spoken tradition- oral tradition
and what is oral were considered less important than what is written. Our writers have not only
been writing but also passing on their knowledge through the oral means. Tukaram in Marathi for
instance used to sing bhajans as well as write them. He was known to people all over the country
through his singing as was Meera and Akkamahadevi rather than through his writing. So it was the
oral expression that had a greater attraction for people. Written expression remained along with the oral
expression without one excluding the other, without one denying the other. Is Tukaram truer in
his writings than in his bhajans? Or is it the other way around? That question is absurd because
both came to him naturally. Throughout the 19th century our writers who earlier communicated
orally took to print in a big way because India is a country that loves languages.
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By the beginning of the 20th century when we had some glimpse of a nation that was around the corner,
a nation that was about to take birth. Our leaders started thinking about the language diversity, and felt
quite lost with so many of them around. They said there could be a linguistic state reorganization
when we become independent. Indeed after independence there was a commission for linguistic
reorganization of states based on languages that were in print – or had written literature in them.
These languages were given states for themselves. Languages which did not have written literature
in them were denied statehood. To give some examples the Bhili languages spoken by more than
two and a half crores did not get a state. So it got distributed in four states such as Rajasthan,
Madhya Pradesh, Gujarat and Maharashtra.. The same happened to Santali, of course, much later,
a Jharkand was created. A similar thing happened with Gondi language. There are many such
languages which got bisected, trisected or fell into many small fragments. Because of this ‘written
alone is authentic logic’ in the 1962 census India had a list of 1652 mother tongues. In 1971 census,
this had been brought down because of a cutoff point that was introduced. There had to be at least
10000 speakers for a language to be included in the census data that is published. We do not know
what happened to those 1554 mother tongues. In my estimate at least 250 have died in the last
50 years in India. . Globally this situation exists. Globally it is believed that there were 6000 living
languages. And it is also estimated by a number of agencies and individual scholars and linguists
that out of 6000 at least 4000 may quite likely disappear in the next 50 years. Globally it seems that
languages die. Human languages die. Not just language A or B but language itself is dying and that
is a worrisome situation. Why have we arrived at this situation? Is it only because of Colonialism
or Writing or Rationality? There is something more happening. And that is an intriguing question.
In order to explain that intriguing question at least partially, I will bring in the concept of ‘freedom’.
© Ganesh N Devy
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The entire history of the Second World War shows that countries are aligned
along the idea of ‘nation ‘or ‘freedom’. Therefore ‘Freedom ‘and ‘Nation’
started appearing as ideas that were antithetical. People are looking for a new
kind of ‘Freedom’. I said that the social contract changed. Today even that social
contract appears to be out dated and the human mind is looking for a new kind
of ‘freedom’.

Scientists are saying that in the future humans might move out of the linguistic
phase. I said theatre, music, language might move out of this phase and get into
a phase of cognition, perception which is based on visually – the visual image
– the image based communication – image based cognition. Scientists say this
because images get into the brain through the eye – the work that the neurons
have to do is less. And the entire load of memory that we have dumped upon the
present and the future generation is far too much for the brain to carry in terms
of linguistic transactions alone.

I said earlier that societies in the 19th century had started responding to things in a rather new
way. The new way was that the social contract changed particularly after the American war of
independence and the French revolution. Earlier the social contract was that you were protected
by somebody who was protected by Divine Grace. There were kings and queens who had some
kind of divine sanction to rule over you. But after the French Revolution the nature of the contract
changed as Rousseau would have said and every individual was recognized as individual with the
right to belong to the society. They were all equal or almost equal and they could rule themselves.
This is freedom. During the 19th century yet another concept emerged and that was the concept
of the ‘nation’. For quite a while countries that were for their liberty and freedom thought that
‘nation’ almost a cousin of the concept of ‘Freedom’. To be a ‘Nation’ -sovereign- in order to be free,
also brought in the idea of becoming a ‘nation’ by yourself. We know that in the middle of the 20th
century countries that had developed the idea of ‘nation’ – in European history, the idea of ‘nation’
emerged in an accented way- particularly in Italy and in Germany. By the middle of the 20th century
the countries that had taken ‘nation’ as the primary idea as against ‘freedom’, were in a bloody clash
with countries that had taken ‘freedom’ as the primary idea rather than ‘nation’.

The human mind is probably looking forward to jumping out of this frame work to find a new ‘freedom’. Very briefly let me add, that is, the cosmos is believed to be almost 1400 crore years old. The
big bang took place 1400 crores of years ago. The solar system emerged about 600 crore years ago.
The Earth settled down 450 crore years ago. Life started in its initial form around 250 crore years
ago. Humans emerged around 500,000 years ago. Language as we know is only 70,000 years old.
Which means humans after emerging as homo-sapiens formed communities but did not have the
kind of language that I am speaking to you now – not sound based language. For the first 2 lakh
years, probably it was the language of the theatre. Sometimes you nod your head – that’s the
language of theatre. It is not French, Spanish, Malayalam or Marathi – it is Universal. Almost for 2
lakh years after that the language was of tones – tonality. I will call it language of music. Laughter is
a remnant of that pre-historical phase of the evolution of humans.

The entire history of the Second World War shows that countries are aligned along the idea of
‘nation ‘or ‘freedom’. Therefore ‘Freedom ‘and ‘Nation’ started appearing as ideas that were
antithetical. People are looking for a new kind of ‘Freedom’. I said that the social contract changed.
Today even that social contract appears to be out dated and the human mind is looking for a new
kind of ‘freedom’.
I come to the conclusion of what I have to say. I will give you an example and then come to the point
that I was trying to make. This light that you see in the ceiling – imagine it to be a star that is 400
light years from us. So it has taken 400 years for the light to travel from its source to the target
which is your eye. At the moment of your looking at that do you become 400 years older? Or does
the star suddenly jump out of its time zone and move ahead by 400 years? If such a question is
asked I would say that it is absurd. Really speaking, in the space between the star and you, your
sense of time has no meaning. As your sense of time is earth bound. Now the human mind is trying
to figure out some meaning of that space and that time which is beyond the normal ken of human
languages. Human languages are all tense bound languages. Languages have the past tense, present
tense and future tense. Very rarely there can be a language that does not have these structures. And
because we all belong to the linguistic way of thinking, we tend to bind ourselves in that time and
space frame work.
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At least for the last 70,000 years that humans have developed the language that we speak. It has
started coming to the notice of in recent decades (about 30 years) that the human brain has started
developing fatigue for language as we use it. When verbal articulation first enters the brain, it is
in the left lobe of the brain that it gets stored and processed. This area of the brain is known as
the Broca’s lob. The processing is effected through a coordinated and immensely complex work
of some 85 billion neurons that help the brain to reduce the sound signals into abstraction and
judgment. Neurologists have started promoting the view that the children today do not take to
reading, not because they are cognitively deficient but because they are cognitively ahead of our
times. An excellent research on dyslexic children points to the fact that children with dyslexia are
at least a 100 years ahead of other children – in terms of their ability to abstract which is the key
for formulation of what we call knowledge. Children’s ability to abstract and their ability to arrive
at judgments is greater in the case of dyslexic children. Now these scientists have turned back to
point out that Leonardo de Vinci was dyslexic and Einstein himself was dyslexic and so on.
Scientists are saying that in the future humans might move out of the linguistic phase. I said theatre,
music, language might move out of this phase and get into a phase of cognition, perception which
is based on visually – the visual image – the image based communication – image based cognition.
Scientists say this because images get into the brain through the eye – the work that the neurons
have to do is less. And the entire load of memory that we have dumped upon the present and the
future generation is far too much for the brain to carry in terms of linguistic transactions alone. If
it is language of imagery then that language will be free of tense structure because in an image the
past, present and the future can melt together. As in the browsing space, cyber space.
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I was at Grenoble last year. Grenoble is the place where the French Revolution
started. When I was there, it was the day when Britain exited Europe. I wanted
to get together with other writers to protest against the breaking down of Europe.
The Mayor called us and said “since you are from other countries, don’t protest.
It will be risky for you. Rather come and have some wine with me. But I said
Grenoble is known for the French revolution!

I was at Dandi, on 30th January last year. Dandi is a small village known for the
Salt Sathyagrah. I wanted to take a group of 700 or 800 writers there to protest
against the attack on expression. The Sarpanch said “I will give you lunch – cost
free! Don’t protest!”

If you have such a cognition , such a mechanism to relate to the world then you will be able to relate
to many planets ,not just the earth, not just the present and the past and the future as segmented
as if it is a slice of bread. You can have multiple chronologies, orders or movements that can be
perceived by the human brain. It is that kind of freedom that humans are looking up to. And it is
therefore what we call the epistemic base of knowledge that has started collapsing. Therefore what
used to be called knowledge is today becoming knowledges. There is a famous report on knowledge
written by a Canadian French philosopher called Lyotard, “The Post-modern Condition” which has
this argument: that Knowledge will no longer be in terms of analogies but in terms of paralogies.
Not in terms of the Leibnez kind of classificatory scheme but in terms of many such kinds of
classificatory schemes, each one of which need not be consistent with the other . That is to say that
Reason will no longer be the basis of know ledge. Expression will be of a different kind. When that
happens humans will have emerged into a new kind of freedom.

I asked the Sarpanch “What is Dandi known for?”
He said “Gandhi”. What is known about Gandhi?
Gandhi came here for the Salt Sathyagraha. I said
“If Gandhi could come here in the time of the
British, in free India can’t I come to protest?” He
said “No, no I will be in difficulty”. I think the phenomena of attacks on Expression , on Rationality
and Freedom all over the world – like my friend
- when I say ‘friend’ I am using it in a manner of
expression– Donald Trump said “something is
going on there.” This is a threat to Freedom to Expression and Rationality.

This appears to be the logic of the evolutionary process. Not the logic of human thought as it has
been so far. But this evolutionary process is far beyond the capacity of human ability to control.
When such a radical shift happens in the evolutionary process there is a common observation:
Orthodoxies of all kinds come together and try to reduce diversity. Because evolution has slowed
down we are on the right side of evolution or are trying to oppose it. Today the state, the nation, the
society are all hell-bent on controlling freedom, rationality and expression. One might think that
this is happening only in India. The murders of Rationalists, the murders of journalists, the attacks
on scientists, it is not happening only in India. I am not trying to justify what is happening in India.
I have condemned it publically. I have condemned it personally and I have opposed all those attacks
without any ambivalence. If you look at Turkey it is precisely the same that has happened. Kamal
Pasha made Turkey a modern state. Today in Turkey 2000 students disappeared from a campus
because they decided to subscribe to a certain course in their curriculum. Many writers are in jail.
They have been killed. This is happening in Egypt. I was at Grenoble last year. Grenoble is the place
where the French Revolution started. When I was there, it was the day when Britain exited Europe.
I wanted to get together with other writers to protest against the breaking down of Europe. The
Mayor called us and said “since you are from other countries, don’t protest. It will be risky for you.
Rather come and have some wine with me. But I said Grenoble is known for the French revolution!
I was at Dandi, on 30th January last year. Dandi is a small village known for the Salt Sathyagrah. I
wanted to take a group of 700 or 800 writers there to protest against the attack on expression. The
Sarpanch said “I will give you lunch – cost free! Don’t protest!”
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The attacks on rationality Expression and Freedom
is probably there because the human mind is
moving ahead looking for a new kind of Freedom. In
these times to think of these issues in a larger framework and to take the next step forward without
fear – as Rabindranath Tagore said “Where the
mind is without fear…”

I think, to be there without fear and to be with
humans as humans turn into animals of a
different kind- probably a mix of the digital and
physical- as humans acquire a consciousness
which is much larger than just the narrow idea of
Knowledge, Imagination and Reason, is our duty
– don’t you think so ? Thank you.
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JILL GOCHER
Jill Gocher, a Bali based international photographer, has spent her life exploring and enjoying Asian cultures. Her work has appeared
in National Geographic, Time, International Herald Tribune, Asia Spa, Discovery, Silver Kris and many more. Her books – Asia’s
legendary Hotels, Periplus, Bali- Island of Light – Marshall Cavendish, Indonesia – Islands of the Imagination. Periplus, Australia
– the land down under – Times Editions, Singapore, Indonesia – the last paradise – Times Editions. She has held exhibitions in
Singapore, Kathmandu, and Bali. Photojournalist + Media Consultant, AmazonPage: www.amazon.com/author/jillgocher
instagram jillgocher

Jill Gocher
Kathmandu of Monks and Mantras
Text & Photographs

People come to Kathmandu for many things but most involve the spirit. Whether its
to trek in the mountains - which someone once said is worth years on a psychiatrist’s
couch - or learning Buddhist dharma, the spirit is involved. The very air is filled with a
spiritual energy that all but the most jaded cannot help but respond to. Smoke swirls
from the myriad burning oil lamps in Boudhanath - a Buddhist pilgrimage site! It swirls
from the incense lit in every Hindu mandir and shrine which along with the ringing
bells signify the devotion of the mainly Hindu populace. It swirls from the burning
bodies in Pashupatinath - where the spent ashes are dumped into the murky waters of
the Bagmati That meanders its way through the Nepalese lowlands to eventually join
with the holiest of rivers, the Mother Ganga. Within the crowded Kathmandu Valley,
a couple of wooded hills rise from the sea of jerry built concrete dwellings that have
spread like a plague across the once beautiful valley! Lord Shiva was said to have liberated
it from a lake that once gave life to those that dwelt along its shores.

Jill Gocher
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Of these wooded hills, one is the holy temple of Swayambhunath - an intriguing fusion
of Hindu and Buddha that seems to cover all bases. On another rise is an almost
enchanted forest - or enchanting at the very least. The tiny Ranibari is protected by a
concerned community to preserve what is left of standing trees. Within the forest is a
holy mandir and a consecrated tree so each morning the sounds of joggers is punctuated
by ringing bells. Wildlife includes a family of jackals that has been spotted by quiet
walkers and a few homeless dogs make it their home. A small tea shop serves up an
array of delicious breakfast favourites.
© Jill Gocher
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A little smoke curls up from the lighted butter lamps. They are used to make a blessing to a loved one
and on busy nights like Purnima ( full moon) the lamp stalls are a hive of activity.
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This Buddha artifact in of those pieces that hover between authentic and new antique.
© Jill Gocher
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The enchanting and possibly enchanted Ranibari forest where misty morons make a beautiful start
to the day.
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These big double prayer wheels spin all day as devotees come in and do a couple of circuits. Bells ring
and the number of flickering butter lamps keeps growing .

© Jill Gocher
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The early morning sun casts a sharply defined shadow on this beautiful cast bronze temple bell.
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After the crowds disperse a lone monk comes to offer his devotions!
© Jill Gocher
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Three monks at Boudhanath.
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These three monks have just completed their circumnabulations of the great Boudha stupa and
stand to watch the pidgeons that flock to feed on the offerings of well meaning people
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The watchful eyes of the Buddha gaze benignly from one of the most iconic monuments in the Buddhist
arena.
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The watchful painted eyes of the Buddha cast their benign gaze over the whole of Boudhanath - a kind of window to the world!
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The distinctive trident of Shiva will always appear when there is a place to worship the most enigmatic
of India’s pantheon of deities.
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Pashupatinath - the swirling smoke from the burning bodies at Nepal’s most important crematorium
envelop the monuments and shrines in a mysterious darkness!
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A Tibetan woman turns from throwing juniper onto a small fire causing clouds of fragrant smoke to
billow into the air!
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The smoky air lends a kind of mystery to the setting sun amongst the tombs and some of Pashupatinath.
© Jill Gocher
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This sleeping dog resides in one of the busiest parts of Boudhanath where temple bells and prayer
wheels are engaged from dawn to dusk
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An oil lamp burns brightly in the holy mandir atop the slopes of Ranibari Forest
© Jill Gocher
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A SAILING LIFE

SCOTT DODGSON
Scott Dodgson is creator and host of the popular podcast Offshore Explorer with Scott Dodgson reaching thousands of listeners per
week. A world class sailor, he ran a private charter business based in USVI and Rhodes Greece, for 18 years. He has sailed around
the world several times. He wrote the popular movies Anna Nicole Story, Paris Hilton, Princess Paparazzi. Scott has optioned over 40
scripts and ghosted on many high budget studio films. He is developing two shows for PBS, Offshore Explorer with Scott Dodgson,
and American Mariner. He has published a short story Mosaic Artist and a novella, The Casket Salesman, which has been optioned for
a movie. His collection of short stories, The Sailor’s Point of View, will be published in the spring of 2022.

Scott Dodgson
A Sailing Life

Scott Dodgson
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One winter, during the 60s, I was watching our RCA black and white console television
with my sisters. After school and after homework, we could watch television for an
hour while my mother cooked dinner. We waited for our father to come home from
work. He was an engineer. Looking back, I realized this hour of television time served
two purposes for my mother. One, she worked at the bank all day and she had limited
child bandwidth. Even on the best of days, Mom longed for peace, often praying to the
god of quiet. A God in the pantheon of Gods celebrated more than one might know.
Television was a way to corral us into behaving. Two, to my mother’s credit, she
embraced the new medium of television as a learning tool. She would often ask us
questions about what we watched. When father was late, which was frequent, he’d
say, “Building the future wasn’t a nine-to-five job.” His tardiness gave us more time
in front of the television. I would intently watch the news. We were a CBS, Walter
Cronkite family. Every family had their favorite, CBS, NBC, ABC. The news really came
down to Walter and Huntley/Brinkley. Reports were trickling in on the “police action”
in Viet Nam. A country I would later serve. A lot of ink was devoted to the domino theory
with the terrifying result of communists taking over city hall and the playground.
What captured my attention were reports from the Middle East. I barely understood
or cared about what crises were occurring. I watched intently a reporter in Beirut
telling the audience something earth shattering while standing in front of a bombed
building or a pastoral field with sadly decayed crops. What excited me the most was
the intrepid reporter stood in a marina where fishing boats docked. He used this backdrop several times. I figured it was close to the action. He wore a tan safari jacket. I
longed for that jacket. If I could have, I would have told the cameraman to give me a
wider shot! I want to see what this place was like. And could you get the reporter out
of the way, please? I wanted to visit the Middle East. Every foreign report piqued my
desire. I wanted to visit everywhere. I was bitten by the travel bug.
© Scott Dodgson
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Having spent a lifetime on the water, my logbook reads; I made eighteen round trip
crossings of the Atlantic from the Caribbean to the Mediterranean and numerous
voyages around the Mediterranean. Sailing from the Med; I visited the Red Sea,
Kenya, Egypt, and the Arabian Peninsula. I made eight round trips to the South
Pacific one as far as Sidney, Australia. I raced in the Southern Ocean and made
many trips up and down the Central American and North America Pacific coasts.

These reports reached through the television screen with all its information like a thunderous clap
to me. Streams of words and pictures flowed directly into the pleasure center of my brain.

I constantly dreamed of foreign lands and their peoples. However, as a preteen, acting on this impulse
was impossible. Instead, I learned about geography and studied history. I read ferociously.

I listened to the old men in the neighborhood tell stories about their native homes. Their accents
were music to my ears. The food was another enticement. It smelled good and different. Arguments
over small things like the best olive oil, or the best part of a cut of lamb chop raged on week to week,
never being settled. Spices, sauces, movie stars, cycling, boxing, the best oranges, the best fish, and
politics were argued over continuously like a melodious troupe of homing pigeons. It fed my desire.
Post-World War II and Korean War immigrants were still being integrated into the neighborhoods
of America in the 60s. Nostalgia for far-away homes flowed like an underground stream through
our everyday lives. My German fifth grade teacher married a soldier after the war. The bodega
down on Oxford Avenue was run by an Italian family from Napoli where German and Allied bombs
obliterated their home. The Polish butcher brought his skills to our neighborhood because the
communists ran his country.
The world had come to my home. I half expected to see the reporter in that sharp safari jacket
reporting in front of my house. Why would I want to leave? The answer was simple. The quest to
attain authenticity and to understand the pathos of things. Having the right type of experience and
the correct education are the passerelle to enlightenment. Sailing was the predominate method of
travel throughout history. It made sense to me that to be truly authentic, one must voyage by boat.
I knew, even though I had no proof, there was something magical about sailing around the world.
I admit I am a romantic. My romance is with life itself. At an early age, I swore to myself I wouldn’t
let life grind me down as it did to my parents. I have one life and I will live it on my own terms. To be
honest, I did not differ from generations of young men who set out from their homes to work ships
as deck hands, top men, riggers, or rowers. This was a worthy pursuit through the ages.
The desire to see the world is as old as ships themselves. For thousands of years, men and women
have boarded ships for foreign lands seeking a better life and profit or just out of curiosity. The
ocean’s call is powerful.
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The great Phoenician sailors communicated by their invention of script writing, allowing other
sailors to grasp what they could not see. Ports provided a hub of storytelling. The more stories were
told, the more understanding and the more desire to see these wonders for themselves. Who were
these storytelling sailors? What kind of men and women were they? Why did landlubbers believe
their stories?
Sailors become sailors by sailing. This sounds simple, but there is a lot to unpack about what kind
of transformative experience sailing can be. Consider three aspects: the physical, psychological and
the intellectual.

Having spent a lifetime on the water, my logbook reads; I made eighteen round trip crossings of the
Atlantic from the Caribbean to the Mediterranean and numerous voyages around the Mediterranean.
Sailing from the Med; I visited the Red Sea, Kenya, Egypt, and the Arabian Peninsula. I made eight
round trips to the South Pacific one as far as Sidney, Australia. I raced in the Southern Ocean and
made many trips up and down the Central American and North America Pacific coasts. I’m only
counting voyages on sailing yachts from forty to ninety feet. The purpose of listing these voyages is
to lend credence to my experience of the many conditions at sea on a relatively small vessel.
Understanding of the effects of motion, pitching, and rolling has on your body and mind is essential
to sailors and their sense of perspective. The same experience happens to Sufi Whirling Dervishes.
The result is a kind of aura. In history and literature, the nautical character looms large.
Once I was taking a prospective chef to my boat by dinghy, and she was sick before we arrived and
demanded returning to land. Sea sickness is a normal response to motion. The eye and the inner ear
where your balance lives become off kilter, resulting in nausea. This is an uncomfortable experience
for someone not used to being on a boat. I liken the motion to practicing yoga. The physical feeling
is much the same. Deep meditation and chanting will also produce similar manifestations. The feeling
can be deep and very strong when at sea for a long time.
I began studying this physical change when I took part in a theater experiment designed by the
famous Polish director Jerzy Grotowski. (The Theater of the Poor.) “The actor’s research is based
on body work that aims to rid themselves of automatic reactions in order to get to the character’s
essence within themselves.” Both movement and training produce similar physical feelings.
© Scott Dodgson
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A SAILING LIFE

SCOTT DODGSON

The Phoenician sailor told stories to a rapt audience in the local taverna at the
port. Like that pre-teen peering into his RCA television, stories opened a whole
new world to the imagination. This tradition continues today. Greek, Roman,
Chinese, Indian, and every sort of sailor would offer their observations and stories
of their experiences. Ancient ports were the hub and natural environment for
the sailor as they are today. For thousands of years, civilizations relied on sailors
for information about foreign lands and peoples. I was aware of the importance
of carrying on this tradition and it informed me at every course correction in my
life.

The result for the actor is an energy like transference from the authenticity of the character to the
audience. A sailor experiences the same continuous state of energized being, like the actor, and
when the sailor embarks, he projects with the same intrinsic transference of energy. The nautical
character is born.
Intellectually, sailors have a finely focused sense of time often likened to simply being. Standing on
the rolling deck of a yacht with nothing but the arc of the ocean in all directions naturally focuses the
intellect to the present. There is nothing to do about the past and the future is simply a waypoint.
What is real and refreshing given the hustle and bustle of modern life is the simplicity. The Zen like
sense of being and the intellectual focus opens a vast reservoir of psychological propensities. These
tendencies can be heightened sexuality, paranoia, aggression, indolence, and impatience, to name a
few. After a few voyages, you can watch your crew change over the days and nights. Explaining what
is happening to them usually keeps the ship’s company working toward the same goal.
The path to being a captain is in the experience. All licensing regardless of country has a basis in
accruing time at sea. Authorities have long recognized the physical, intellectual, and psychological
phenomena of sailing. Experience means safety.
Storytelling has long been a tradition of sailing and the sailing life. I was very attracted to storytelling.

The Phoenician sailor told stories to a rapt audience in the local taverna at the port. Like that
pre-teen peering into his RCA television, stories opened a whole new world to the imagination. This
tradition continues today. Greek, Roman, Chinese, Indian, and every sort of sailor would offer their
observations and stories of their experiences. Ancient ports were the hub and natural environment
for the sailor as they are today. For thousands of years, civilizations relied on sailors for information
about foreign lands and peoples. I was aware of the importance of carrying on this tradition and it
informed me at every course correction in my life.
My grandfather owned a sailing dory, which he kept near his home in Ocean City, New Jersey. The
Jersey shore is a series of barrier islands buffeted by the ocean. Egg Harbor Bay and the continent
lie behind its protection. In this expansive saltwater marsh, my dreams of travel and sailing coalesced
into what would become my sailing life. We would sail out into the bay with crab traps. My grandmother would collect chicken skin for us to put into the traps.
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Crossing the Atlantic November 1998.
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Americans especially have a fascination with the Disney version of pirates. I see
local sailors hoisting the pirate flag as a party flag. Celebrations of the pirate as a
benign swash buckling hero in the movies, and literature are ubiquitous and can
be found in any bar near the water. There are documentaries that talk about these
misunderstood creatures of the sea with such excitement and glee they created
a faux history, “The Age of Piracy” as if it was some socially redeemable moment
in history. Pirates were and are murderous scum driven by greed. Piracy exists
today and you don’t have to go to the South China Sea to get your throat cut.

We would spend the day sailing up and down the bay until the tide changed. He would tell me
stories about his experiences. He was a sailor and a sportswriter who covered cycling, baseball,
boxing, and football. Lots of stories and lots of lessons for a young man who listens. One story, a
baseball story has remained with me today. Baseball like sailing seems to distort the sense of time.
It is one of the few games that doesn’t rely on the clock.

The St. Louis Cardinals had just swept the Philadelphia Phillies five straight. The Cardinal star Lou
Brock hit almost every at bat and stole base after base against one of the best catchers in the league,
Clay Dalrymple. In the locker room, the other reporters yelled at Lou Brock, “Hey Lou! Hey Lou!”
They showed Lou little respect because he was Black, and even less for Clay, although white was
performing poorly they called him a bum. When the scrum of reporters finally dispersed, my grandfather addressed “Mr. Brock.” He asked him for tips on fielding fly balls for the Little Leaguers that
read his column. Mr. Brock’s face lit up, and he went into a detailed explanation about running with
your head level, keeping your eye on the ball, etc. Then my grandfather asked about all the stolen
bases. Mr. Brock told him it was a competition and winning was important because they were in a
pennant race, but he felt bad about it. Very few people knew about Clay’s condition, but he was
suffering from overwork and arm fatigue. “He’s a competitor.” Said Mr. Brock with great respect and
admiration. My grandfather was the only one to get the story. He told me this story, then returned
to picking up the traps full of blue crab off the mud flats. It was a simple and entertaining lesson.
Respect everyone and they will respect you. The culture of ships is more equalitarian and respectful
than life on land.

The simple and satisfying time of sharing work on the sea with my grandfather led me to become a
tugboat captain, tour boat operator, water taxi driver, yacht racer, vessel assist operator, support
vessel captain, fishing charter captain, charter yacht captain, mega yacht captain, ship restorer,
delivery captain, yacht builder, surveyor, and dive charter operator.

The history of jobs on the sea was a driving force for men less fortunate, or the wrong nationality
or color. My family was essentially working middle class, coal miners on one side and a simple
newspaperman on the other. My parents were the modern ones. Their generation was building the
world of technology and finance. Their world was an abstract world. I preferred Herman Hesse’s
quote, “Every experience has its element of magic.” I sought and fought hard, sometimes sacrificing
comfort and love for exchanging music for noise, creativity for business, and passion to make my
world as real as possible.
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Misconceptions abound about sailors throughout history. I have been very careful not to fall into
the trope trap of pirates and the yacht club set. These are two influential and counter productive
aspects of the modern American sailing world.

Americans especially have a fascination with the Disney version of pirates. I see local sailors hoisting
the pirate flag as a party flag. Celebrations of the pirate as a benign swash buckling hero in the movies,
and literature are ubiquitous and can be found in any bar near the water. There are documentaries
that talk about these misunderstood creatures of the sea with such excitement and glee they created
a faux history, “The Age of Piracy” as if it was some socially redeemable moment in history. Pirates
were and are murderous scum driven by greed. Piracy exists today and you don’t have to go to the
South China Sea to get your throat cut.

I have had a few run-ins with pirates over the years. I was once flagged down by a fishing boat that
appeared to be adrift. The boat flew a Lithuanian flag, somewhat common in the Baltic Sea. My vessel
was a 90-foot San Lorenzo motor yacht capable of 28 knots. As I got closer, I could see the fishermen
were wearing street shoes and new Nike sweats. These were not fisherman. One man raised a revolver
and feigned shooting at me if I didn’t stop. I laughed at how pitiful these pirates were.
I have experience with weapons from my days in the service. I remember distinctly qualifying on
the range with an army issue forty-five caliber pistol, standing on solid ground, taking careful aim,
and firing at a target only fifty feet from me. Out of ten, I hit it seven times. After some practice, I hit
the target ten out of ten times. At one hundred feet, I had the same record. I am, by military standards,
an excellent marksman. I’ve got the medal to prove it. So, when I saw these men standing in a fishing
boat that was rolling and pitching in leather dress shoes on a wet deck slipping and sliding waving
a small caliber revolver at me, I knew there was no way he could hit me or the three stories of shiny
fiberglass and massive tinted windows floating one hundred feet away from him. I gunned the yacht
and left a wake big enough for both men to fall on the deck and hang on for dear life. I called the
Coast Guard and reported their position and intent. Returning to my speed and course, I continued
my trip without incident.
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At fifteen I bought, with a loan from my grandfather, my first sailboat, a 21-foot
Herreshoff designed sloop sailboat. My dreams of travel were realized. I sailed
to Bar Harbor, Maine, the next summer. I sailed roughly 500 miles one way along
the coast. That trip opened my perception of myself wholly unexpectedly.

Pirates today come in all kinds of perfidious guises. They don’t board your vessel with swords and
flint lock pistols twirling their ‘rrrrs’ like a Cornwall fish monger. They are desperate people willing to do
anything. The worst form is the police corporal, under the guise of looking for drugs or guns, who
needs the smallest pretext to impound your vessel. Or the port captain who shows up at your boat
asking for a donation to his church or the customs official spending hours with you in a cramped
office in North Africa trying to find the politest way to extort booze from you as the price of entry.
In Granada, I fought off two men in the middle of the night who apparently swam at least a kilometer to
board my sailboat with machetes. They were exhausted, and I easily defeated them. I opted to give
them a ride back to shore so they wouldn’t drown. I gave forty dollars as well and a heap of shame.
They apologized profusely.
I detest pirates. I hate to see the skull and crossbones flag on any vessel. To me, it is like celebrating
serial killers.

The yacht club set is a group of sailors characterized by their whiteness and wealth. It is a group
that has showed little respect for the history of sailing, preferring to manufacture its own selfindulgent history. Please, there are plenty of people of color and nationality that are members of
sailing and yachting clubs today. This wasn’t always the case. Being white and being rich set the
yacht club crowd apart from the average sailor. My American yacht club experience has been less
about sailing and more about selectiveness and racism. I have enjoyed the comradery and social
benevolence of yacht clubs around the world, even the exceptionally snooty ones. American yacht
clubs are not so welcoming. Yacht club folks conjure a persistent trope of what landlubbers think
about boating. Yachting as we know it was a late 19th century creation.
The vessel design that afforded the yacht scene and the subsequent multibillion dollar industry
was developed by Black Bermudians in the 18th century. Most vessels used to fight the American
Revolutionary war were designed and built by Black Bermudians. The Bermudian Sloop changed
naval warfare. Shifting from large British built square-rigged vessel to fast triangular sails with
large genoas, the vessels possessed a great speed and the ability to sail close to the wind. Sailing
close to the wind was a key tactic in defeating the larger square-rigged vessels with overwhelming
firepower. The Black Bermudian ship builders were key influencers and leaders of the Black slave
population. They taught shipbuilding trades, as well as reading and writing in small schools set up
near the shipyards.
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The famous abolitionist Fredrick Douglass recounted in his memoir “Narrative of the life of Frederick
Douglass, an American Slave” that he learned to read and write at a school created by caulkers. The
job of a caulker is to hammer cotton into the seams between the planks on the hull of a wooden boat
to create a watertight structure. It is a highly skilled job, left mostly for Black slaves. To escape, he
adopted the disguise of a sailor. The Bermudian sloop became the vessel of choice for the American
merchant navy and the slave trade. Until 1860, roughly 30% of all sailors were Black. Black Jacks,
as they were called, used the sailing experience to earn respect and money. Ships have a different
view of sailors. Social cohesion on ships depended on powerful hands and back, marlinspike skills,
and the courage to face the hardships of sailing in the ocean.
After the American Civil War, Jim Crow laws gutted the navy of Black sailors. Steamships further
reduced the need for crew and the tradition of the Black Jack sailor earning his stake in the Americas
evaporated. The ultimate moment of the eraser of Black tradition in building and sailing occurred
with the rebranding of the Bermudian sloop.

In 1920, The America’s Cup challenge took place in New York Harbor, The Resolute for the New
York Yacht Club and the challenger Shamrock IV owned by Sir Thomas Lipton of tea fame. The New
York newspapers compared the mast and rigging wires of the very tall masts of the America’s cup
sailboats with the wires and tower of the early Marconi radio towers. They promoted the contestants
rigs as the Marconi rigs, and the name stuck. The Bermuda rig was relegated to a historical footnote.

As an American sailor, I feel it is important to know yourself and know where you stand in the history
of sailors. The American sailor falls in the later chapters of the long history of sailing. Having touched in
a port on every continent except Antarctica, I came to understand the principles of seamanship,
experience on the ocean, and the tradition. They run like a common vein throughout every country,
culture, and time. When sailors gather, usually in a pub, we share common experiences. One common
experience shared among hardcore sailors is the first voyage.
At fifteen I bought, with a loan from my grandfather, my first sailboat, a 21-foot Herreshoff designed
sloop sailboat. My dreams of travel were realized. I sailed to Bar Harbor, Maine, the next summer. I
sailed roughly 500 miles one way along the coast. That trip opened my perception of myself wholly
unexpectedly.
© Scott Dodgson
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I have spent a lifetime, at least, 50 years living and earning as a licensed captain on
the oceans and seas of the world. I have derived a great deal of joy and satisfaction
from sailing. The pre-teen who vacuumed up every detail about everything in
every country was right. The sailing life is more valuable than gold to me. The
understanding of the world is fulfilling and magical.

I experienced that unique state of being. I gained valuable nuanced experience at sailing a vessel for
over four straight days. My training helped me to resolve some unforeseen problems. Confidence
in problem solving is a major aspect of mariner training. I saw that the surface of the ocean was
readable. I understood inherently that the wind was also another invisible source of understandable information. My understanding of myself and sailing grew, changing me over that voyage. I was
sailing in two oceans, an ocean of air and an ocean of water. My art and my being were imbued with
a special understanding that allowed me to navigate between these two oceans just like so many
others before me.

I have spent a lifetime, at least, 50 years living and earning as a licensed captain on the oceans and
seas of the world. I have derived a great deal of joy and satisfaction from sailing. The pre-teen who
vacuumed up every detail about everything in every country was right. The sailing life is more valuable
than gold to me. The understanding of the world is fulfilling and magical.
Post Script: I never did get that Safari Jacket, but I did dock my boat among the fishing boats in
Beirut.

Puttering around LA Harbor.
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JAS SYKES
Jas is a young, Manchester-based artist, working primarily with acrylic paint to create colourful depictions of human forms she
describes as a nod to Fauvism. After achieving a degree in Fine Art and Art History at Manchester School of Art, Jas has exhibited
in various venues around the city. Her first exhibition, after the degree show, was Art in Mancunia and since then, Jas has exhibited for #KynCreative, Manchester Open 2020 at Home Mcr and Art for Our Sake. She is currently exhibited at The Next Door Gallery in Didsbury. Including exhibitions, Jas has also been published in a number of online magazines including Murze Issue 9 and
The Mancunian. With colour as her main protagonist, Jas’ work is an exploration of light and form; and the unsettling feeling that
combinations can elicit. No piece fully adheres to traditional rules of composition and light, and Jas uses this to discuss notions
of reality. With technology as the new cultural landscape, and social media as the terrain, reality is segmented, multiplied and
turned into images and imitations of truth. Elongated limbs, grotesque faces, discordant colours and a surreal location present in
Jas’ work questions what is real, what do we think is real and how important reality is.

Jas Sykes
‘Self’ Portraits contd.
With this series I explore notions of
self and reality. Today, we take endless selfies. Meaningless, never ending
photographs that nurture a societal
obsession with perfection as the only
way to be beautiful. These figures have
beauty in a grotesque way. I chose
the title (Self) Portraits because these
figures could be me or anyone. Their
identity is not important and we focus
on their appearance.
This conceptualising of self is parallel
to how we view each other through
social media.

Jas Sykes
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Still Life 2 (2022)
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JAS SYKES

Hat (2022)
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Silence Sisters (2022)
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Still Life 2 (2022)
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JAS SYKES

Untitled Sitting (2022)
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JAS SYKES

Women (2022)
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DEMOCRATIC NATIONALISM

MARK ULYSEAS
Mark Ulyseas has served time in advertising as copywriter and creative director selling people
things they didn’t need, a ghost writer for some years, columnist of a newspaper, a freelance
journalist and photo-grapher. In 2009 he created Live Encounters Magazine, in Bali, Indonesia.
It is a not for profit (adfree) free online magazine featuring leading academics, writers, poets,
activists of all hues etc. from around the world. March 2016 saw the launch of its sister
publication Live Encounters Poetry, which was relaunched as Live Encounters Poetry & Writing
in March 2017. In February 2019 the third publication was launched, LE Children Poetry &
Writing (now renamed Live Encounters Young Poets & Writers). In August 2020 the fourth
publication, Live Encounters Books, was launched. He has edited, designed and produced all
of Live Encounters’ 239 publications (till March 2022). Mark’s philosophy is that knowledge
must be free and shared freely to empower all towards enlightenment. He is the author of
three books: RAINY – My friend & Philosopher, Seductive Avatars of Maya – Anthology of Dystopian
Lives and In Gethsemane: Transcripts of a Journey. https://liveencounters.net/mark-ulyseas/
https://www.amazon.com/Mark-Ulyseas/e/B01FUUQVBG

Mark ulyseas

Democratic nationalism,
the new Fascism? (updated)
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Photograph by Mark Ulyseas.
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Democracies in the true sense do not exist. But democratic nationalism does and is often
confused with the former. A glance across the world of democratically elected governments will reveal its (democracy’s) true nature – benign plutocracy, where the rich get
richer and poor poorer. A democracy has now become the Nation. And under the banner
of nationalism with its rising army of woke liberals and activists many professionals
from all walks of life are falling prey to a word, phrase or even a minor human error…
their entire careers being forfeited. The combination of nationalism and new activism
(woke liberalism) has given rise to the culture of ―if you are not with us, you are
against us. This disturbing trend is fast evolving into a hegemonic mindset that seeks
to reset societies into what is perceived as ‘rightful thinking and living’ even to the
extent of attempting to rewrite historical wrongs. The usual suspects that support
such an endeavour are the media, political and social. Each takes sides in different
countries, according to their own agendas, to direct the flow of thought towards one
destination – keep the masses entertained. And surprisingly this has become quite
easy with the control of the electronic media, political parties and a section of religious
leaders. Those living within the walls of such dominions falsely believe they live in
freedom. But is this freedom?
In the words of Vandana Shiva ―

“I believe Gandhi is the only person who knew about real democracy – not democracy
as the right to go and buy what you want, but democracy as the responsibility to
be accountable to everyone around you. Democracy begins with freedom from
hunger, freedom from unemployment, freedom from fear, and freedom from hatred.
To me, those are the real freedoms on the basis of which good human societies are
based.”
© Mark Ulyseas
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Democratic nationalism cannot exist without the threat of external forces, usually
manufactured by spin doctors. So, a continuous flow of wars in other countries,
where a country’s soldiers go to fight for the freedom of their home country, is the
elixir for a democracy’s survival. History is littered with corpses of the innocent
– Vietnam, Libya, Syria, Iraq etc. As one prominent colonial master once said,
‘Democracy is the best thing we have’. This gentleman had learnt the importance
of propaganda from the master himself, Joseph Goebbels.

The Nation and woke liberalism are two sides of the same coin. Both complement each other by
imposing their diktat as to what they perceive should be the values of a society. Both create a fear
of being singled out for individual thought and both seek punishment: one by the power of the
state and the other by the power of an exclusive group. There is no escape from either the thugs of
nationalism or those of woke liberalism. Perhaps the reason why there is a rise in nationalism and
woke liberalism is that people, the ordinary folk do not have the luxury of free thought. They are
living on the precipice of sheer uncertainty – high prices, joblessness and caring for their families.
Therefore, the shenanigans of the rich and powerful are not to be interfered with for fear of reprisal.

Each society has its own cultural peculiarities and hence one size doesn’t fit all. The blanketing of all
societies with a universal code is like attempting to force a round peg into a square hole. The COVID
pandemic has created a perfect storm for those with agendas to enforce long held nationalistic beliefs
on the populace. And this reflects in their treatment of people. Conspiracy theorists aside one must
listen to the people especially those who have lost their jobs and those that are handicapped both
mentally and physically, their needs. Presently, it would seem that all these hard working folk are
being treated as sheep that do not possess any powers of reasoning. This is unfortunate as these are
the very people who elected the politicians to power.
Democratic nationalism and woke liberalism are being ‘marketed’ by folk akin to snake oil salesmen of
yore. The elixir against all societal ills, guaranteed to take away all forms of thought that don’t
conform to these two ‘proven’ methods. It is backed by a section of the media. Hence, the global
footprint is scary. Democracy is the big lie that masks its true identity ― fascism. And woke liberalism
is complicit in this deception by creating its own form of fascism by being so far left that it is right.
With the bloody new conflict in Eastern Europe the former colonials are reacting to the abomination
like petulant children throwing tantrums with threats etc.

These actions perhaps reflect the growing concern that their controlled democratic nationalistic
environs post COVID are in danger of being dragged into the conflict, unlike Iraq and Afghanistan
that are not European countries. And thus endangering their stranglehold on the populace. The
sanctimonious posturing both by governments and the parochial media and the shocking carcinogenic
reportage avidly followed by the mindless millions glued to their electronic gadgets sharing anything and everything about the conflict without for a moment questioning the source and genuineness
of the information is disheartening.
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The genesis of this conflict is in the history of this area. But who is listening, reasoning and confabulating
to seek redressal of concerns expressed by both adversaries.
In the words of European Joseph Goebbels ―
“If you tell a lie big enough and keep repeating it, people will eventually come to believe it. The
lie can be maintained only for such time as the State can shield the people from the political,
economic and/or military consequences of the lie. It thus becomes vitally important for the
State to use all of its powers to repress dissent, for the truth is the mortal enemy of the lie, and
thus by extension, the truth is the greatest enemy of the State.”*

Democratic nationalism cannot exist without the threat of external forces, usually manufactured by
spin doctors. So, a continuous flow of wars in other countries, where a country’s soldiers go to fight
for the freedom of their home country, is the elixir for a democracy’s survival. History is littered with
corpses of the innocent – Vietnam, Libya, Syria, Iraq etc.
As one prominent colonial master once said, ‘Democracy is the best thing we have’. This gentleman
had learnt the importance of propaganda from the master himself, Joseph Goebbels.

Democratic nationalism has raised its ugly head across the world in locked down times. The
ordinary folk have been subjected to treatment that is normally reserved for farm animals. Will the
renaissance of free thought return to revolt against these two frauds democratic nationalism and its
side kick woke liberalism? And how will the powerful electronic media respond to this threat? And
will the revolution, if it comes, become a ‘customer’ for technology to exploit? And will anything
intrinsically change for a more peaceful and non-violent world?
Perhaps the only truth that exists is in the nature of the beast, humanity.

* https://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/joseph-goebbels-on-the-quot-big-lie-quot
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St. Joseph’s Cathedral, Hanoi. Photograph by Mark Ulyseas.
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